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INSIDE:

Campbell resigns from Big South

IN THE NEWS:

By SHANNON D.
HARRINGTON

Seventeen LU students traveled to Washington, D.C., during the weekend to
join in the 21st annual March for
Life while some participated in an
Operation Rescue. See story at bottom of this page and on Page 2.
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Non-commuters will be

fined $25 for parking in the commuter parking lot this semester after a resolution which raised the fine from $10. Page 2.

CLUB HAPPENINGS: With the goal of buying more reference books for the library, Alpha Lambda
Delta is running the Adopt-A-Book campaign. Page 2.

CAMPUS CALENDAR:

The African

Children's Choir will perform during the evening services on
Wednesday, Jan. 26. Also, a Super Bowl Party will be held in
both the Rcber-Thomas Cafeteria and David's Place on Sunday, Jan. 30. Page 2.

SPECIAL REPORT: A study conducted by the
Liberty Champion shows that the majority of students believe that an honor code is an essential constituent for academic honesty. Page 4.

ANSWERS

PLEASE:

The

Liberty

Champion's man on the street asks students what their
personal goals are for the spring semester. Page 8.

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT:

Liberty students

Tracy Homa and Paul Carrasco share the advantages and
disadvantages of cross-cultural dating. Page 8.

LIFESTYLE:

Photojournalism students showcase their creative talent
through the medium of black
and white photography.
Lifestyle is a new addition to
the feature section which will
include upbeat and offbeat articles, picture pages and
special themes. The page will
also emphasize the diversity of
students on campus while
reminding people of the humor
of everyday life. Page 9.

THIS WEEK'S DEBATE:

Check- in revis-

ited: Is it a necessary process or just worthless tribulation.
The Liberty Champion uncovers the good, the bad and the
ugly. Page 7.

News Editor

After winning two consecutive Commissioner Cups from
the Big South Conference,
Campbell University announced Monday, Jan. 10, that
it will leave the conference and
join the Trans America Athletic Conference (TAAC). The
changeover will take effect
July 1,1994.
"The athletic program of the
university and the university
itself has developed needs over
the years that make it desirable
for us to move into a new setting, one that is more compatible with the needs of the university as they relate to recruitment, financial support and
greater exposure," Campbell

President Norm Wiggins said
in a press conference.
"This is a great new day for
the athletics program,"
Campbell athletic director
Tom Collins said, "...we enthusiastically look forward to a
new adventure that will
strengthen not only the athletics program, but the university
as a whole."
According to Campbell officials, the school will also begin
a major marketing campaign to
"broaden the exposure of the
athletic program."
In this campaign, Campbell
plans to increase its marketing
effort which includes television opportunities and plans
for an early season Division 1
basketball tournament.
"We want widespread public
perception of our program as a

Conference accuses
Campbell of violation
program that is obviously Division 1," Collins told an Associated Press reporter. "I have a
definition of when we arc obviously Division 1—it's when
we don't have to tell anyone
anymore."
But will the competition in
the TAAC boost the Fighting
Camels image? According to
RPI rankings, the TAAC actually ranks lower than the Big
South Conference.
"To me, image is not going
to be made by who's in the
conference," Liberty athletic
Sec Campbell, Page

Banking center
to provide
varied services
By SHANNON D.
HARRINGTON
News Editor

After years of effort, the Student Government Association
and Student Life department,
with die help of certain administrative officials, have brought
automated banking to campus.
Berkeley Federal Bank and
Trust will install an Automated
Banking Center (ABC) in the
east side of the DeMoss atrium
beginning this week.
However, the center will be
more than the average Automated Teller Machine (ATM),
according to a Berkeley representative. It will service students and faculty from cashing
checks to actually opening an
account.

"This has been a project of
ours for about five to seven
years," Dean of Student Life
Mike Stewart said. "We came
close with other banks, but it
never really happened. But,
after continued pursuit, some
administrative officials had
been in contact with Berkeley,
and that's when it came together."
"It's nice to finally see it
happen," Stewart continued.
Not only will the ABC function as a normal ATM machine
by transferring funds, giving
withdrawals and providing balance statements, but it will also
provide LU students, faculty
and staff with a wide range of
interactive banking needs with
an Interactive Touchscreen
Computer Terminal.
With the terminal, users will
be able to open checking accounts, savings accounts or
IRA's; cash checks to the

penny; make deposits; and
process mortgage applications
and payments.
Also, a telephone inside the
ABC will put the user in touch
with a Berkeley customer service representative, toll free and
24 hours a day.
Furthermore, commercial
sales representatives from
Berkeley will have a table set
next to the center for at least
three months after the ABC is
installed and during orienta-

As Campbell University announced its resignation from
the Big South Conference on
Monday, Jan. 10, controversy
immediately began brewing.
By resigning with only a
few months notice, Campbell
violated a Big South bylaw,
which states that a team must
give at least a two-year notice
before leaving the conference.
Furthermore, the Big South
ctould lose one year of eligibility for an automatic bid into
the National Collegiate Ath-

See Resignation, Page

tions and registrations of each
following semesters to aid students in opening accounts.
CurrenUy, two representatives
from Berkeley are setting up
accounts in the vacant spot
until the center is installed.
And, for those not banking
directly with Berkeley, users of
the MAC and PLUS networks
will have access to cash from
the banking center.
"(The ABC) will primarily
offer the security and conven-

ience of having banking on
campus," Berkeley Commercial Sales Representative Craig
Patrick said. "We have been
targeting higher education (institutions) as a market that
needs on campus banking."
Berkeley had originally
planned to install the ABC by
the start of the semester. However, because of the weather,
the installation was delayed.
Sec ATM, Page

LU students risk
arrest for unborn

off guard and rendered useless without the help of his spin
doctors. Page 6.
Kudos to the cleanup

By CAIN CLAXTON

Champion Reporter

crew for patching the gaping holes in DeMoss and how to
keep this from happening in the future. Page 6.

Police arrested 11 Liberty
students for blocking access to
abortion clinics in Washington, D.C., while seven other
students joined over 100 prolife demonstrators in front of
the Supreme Court Saturday.
Following Friday's "March
for Life," in which an estimated 50,000 pro-lifers
walked from the White House
to the Surpreme Court, nine
LU students participated in

SPORTING NEWS:
The LU men's basketball
team rallied in the second
half to defeat Charleston
Southern ,71-62, on Saturday night. The Flames also
downed Winthrop, 85-61.
Page 10

NFL

News Hditor

letic Association men's basketball playoffs.
According to the NCAA
handbook, in order for a conference to qualify for an automatic bid into the playoffs, it
must have six members with at
least five years of membership
in that conference. The loss of
Campbell dropped the Big
South to only five members
with that qualification.
"If Campbell would have
given a two-year notice, (Liberty) would have been in the
conference for five years (and
would not lose the automatic

Automated
banking raids
LU campus

READ M Y LIPS: President Clinton is caught

IN OUR OPINION:

By SHANNON D.
HARRINGTON

QUICK PICKS: Columnist gives his

"rescues" of unborn babies at
two abortion clinics.
"Rescue is the ultimate sacrafice I think that any person
can give," Angie Miller, who
helped to organize the trip to
Washington, said. "Although
you're not dying for these children, you are actually putting
your physical body in the way
of someone who wants to kill a
child and the child himself."
The Liberty students joined,
See Rescue, Page 2

Children's choir
to visit Liberty

outlook for the Super Bowl on Sunday, Jan. 30. Will Buffalo
take its revenge on Dallas or will Emmitt and the Boy's wreak
havoc. Page 12.

By PAMELA E. WALCK

THE FORECAST:

Editor

photo by JMMM t "lir bivll

CLEANING UP THE STREETS — An LU grounds worker breaks up some
of the ice thai fell on the LU campus Monday, Jan. 17. Workers stayed busy
most of the week as consistent freezing temperatures prohibited the ice from
melting.
"
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The Grammy-nominated African Children's Choir, a youth
musical group with the mission
of ministering to orphans in
third-world countries, will be
in concert at the Liberty University Vines Center on Wednesday, Jan. 26, at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is tree.
The children's choir began
10 years ago under the leadership of Ray Barnell, president
of the relief organizational
Friends In The West.
According to Barnell, the
main reason for starling the
children's choir was to help aid
the thousands of Ugandan children orphaned after the reign of

——
i

Idi Amin.
Since the children's choir
was established, it has not only
raised the monies needed to
build and support family style
group homes, it has also built
schools for the children.
In addition, the children's
choir has also begun to expand
to not only aid the 700 orphaned children in Kenya and
Uganda, but it now also helps
needy children around the
world.
For example, the children's
choir has helped the children
affected by the nuclear disaster
in Chernobyl; is developing a
children's ministry center in
See Choir, Page 2
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Senate raises parking fines
ished winding their way through the
corridors
of the administrations and
Champion Reporter
may be signed by the necessary people
A $25 fine will definitely be levied soon, LaBerge stated.
on non-commuters who park in the
"Some bills they take and sit on for
commuter's parking lot, starting this a while. Some they can agree to pretty
semester.
easily," LaBerge said.
The resolution raising the fine from
The president said that last semes$10 for those who illegally park in ter the SGA and administration also
P-2 was the only one signed into offi- put into effect some resolutions that
cial practice by the end of the fall were passed a year ago.
semester, Student Government AssoTwo notable examples of this are
ciation President Bryan LaBerge the courtesy house phone in the cafesaid.
teria and the decision to allow juniors
Of the restof the 20-odd bills passed and seniors to drop courses without
by the student senate, 13 of them were adviser's signature.
rejected by the administration for variThe relaxing of the necessity of
ous reasons, LaBerge said.
adviser's signatures was the subject
"Sometimes the resolution's word- of a bill that passed the senate last
ing is wrong; sometimes the admini- year, LaBerge said, and was pushed
stration doesn't agree with the con- through by the SGA. "Dr. Guillcrmin
signed it," he said. "It was just a
cept," he explained.
The bills not rejected have not fin- matter of making it so."
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

photo h; Jn»m ChriKlofl

CHECK-IN CHAOS — Lll students returned for the semester, facing check-in lines with waits
up to five hours long. Also, because of the weather problems, some students were unable to make
the trip to Lynchburg, forcing school Officials to extend check-in an extra day.

Other bills passed last year will
soon become reality, the president
said.
"We've been working on some
other (resolutions) that arc in the back
works," he said.
Senate will be reconsidering the
bills that were rejected, trying to make
them suitable and signable. We're
going to try to send them all back, but
a couple of them aren' t feasible at this
time," LaBerge continued.
At least 10 of the rejected bills
should be resubmitted, he said.
Other issues facing senate this semester will be constitutional amendments, LaBerge said.
"They'll be bringing the constitution
up-to-date," he said. "They'll fix any
loopholes in it."
Senate meets every Thursday in
DeMoss 161. Sessions are open to
any students who wish to observe.

Sprinklers flood David's Place
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
News Editor

Because of a broken water line in
David's Place, the center has been
closed until further notice.
On Sunday, Jan. 9, the sprinkler
line in the building's multi-purpose
room froze because of a loss of heating, according to Dean of Student
Life Mike Stewart. Outside heaters
were then brought into the room to
prepare David's Place for the week's
events.
However, pressure on the sprinkler
heads from the thawing process trig-

gered the sprinkler heads to break,
emptying hundreds of gallons of water
into the building.
"The amount of water was simply
amazing," Stewart said.
He added that the flow of water
extended from the multi-purpose room
into the building's office area.
"We don't know the extent of the
damage, but there are long-term
(damages)," Stewart said.
However, Stewart said they will be
checking into possible damage to the
sound system, large-screen television
and ceiling tiles.
Despite the long-term problems

from the incident, including damage
to the floor li les, S tcwart said he hopes
to reopen David's Place sometime
this week.
"lam just thankful it didn't happen
during a movie or some other event,"
Stewart said.
As a result of the incident, the "Free
Video/Pool Night," which had originally been scheduled for Friday, Jan.
21 and Saturday, Jan. 22, was moved
to Friday, Jan. 28, from 9 p.m. to 1:30
a.m. and Saturday, Jan. 29, from 9
p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
For additional information about
these activities, call ext. 2323

C-91 signs with new satellite
LU's campus radio station
WWMC-90.9 FM (C-91) recently became an affiliate of the Word In Music
Satellite Network located in Colorado Springs, Colo.
The purpose of the change was
part of an on-going effort to increase its listening population as
well as become more widely known
in the Lynchburg community, said
Mark Hunter, director of the radio

station.
Hunter believes that the new satellite system will open a variety of new
doors for C-91.
Furthermore, he said it will allow
for more flexibility and allow the
station to focus on other areas of the
radio station such as promotion and
production.
According to Hunter, becoming a
member of this affiliate will help
improve station operational procedures as well as the station's sound
quality.

Continued from page 1
Romania; and is helping train Christian nationals to provide the needed
assistance in understaffed orphanages.
In addition, the children's choir,
along with Friends In The West and
many other charily groups, helped
raise more than SI.5 million for the

children in Albania, Europe's poorest country. The monies donated
helped provide supplies, medicine
and equipment to dozens of orphanages and children's hospitals.
Currently, 26 African children,
ranging in ages from five to 12, have
been selected in East Africa. They
perform a variety of songs including:

By JANETTA CAMPBELL
Champion Reporter

Choir

Going into this semester, approximately 50 percent of the radio personalities and deejays heard on the network will consist of sophomores and
freshmen, while the other half will
consist of upperclassmen and more
experienced staff members.
"Students will have the opportunity to work not only as deejays, but
to also work in other areas," Hunter
said.
Also, Hunter said that the station
plans to do more live, on-site programming.
African tunes accompanied by drums
and ethnic instrumentation, wellloved children's songs, popular gospel tunes and hand-clapping traditional spirituals.
A love offering will be taken during the convocation to help support
the African Children's Choir
ministry.

(Eamjjus (tLztltnbnv
• Speakers for convocation for
the next week include:
• Wednesday, Jan. 26 - African
Children's Choir.
• Friday, Jan. 28 - SGA.
• Monday, Jan. 31 - Rev. Tom
Mahairas.
• Student Life Activities:
• Pool Tournament - Every
Saturday inFebruaryat7:30p.m.
Sign up by 7 p.m. in the Sudent
Center manager's office at David's
Place. The tournament includes
standard 8-Ball with singleelimination. Also, weekly prizes are

given for first and second place.
• Aerobics - Offered daily, Monday
through Friday at3:30p.m. at David's
Place.
• Tuesday, Jan. 25 - Deadline for first
ski trip to Wintergreen.
• Friday, Jan. 28
- Free Video/Pool Night
Jetsons 9 p.m. and 12 a.m.
• Saturday, Jan. 29
- Free Video/ Pool Night
Jetsons 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
• Sunday, Jan. 30
- Super Bowl Party, cafeteria or
David's Place at 6:30 p.m.
• Late Night Activities:

• Friday, Jan. 28 - Skating
- Bowling
- David's Place
• The Liberty Association of
Christian Teachers will hold a
meeting Wednesday, Jan. 26, at
3:15 p.m. in DeMoss Hall 160.
• Prospective Journalism Students can lake the journalism
entrance exam on Tuesday, Feb.
1, at 3:15 p.m. in DeMoss Hall
109.

photo by Cain Claxton

PRO-LIFE MASS — Approximately 50,000 pro-lifers gathered in Washington, D.C., on
Friday, Jan. 21, for the 21st annual March For Life. Among the 50,000,17 Liberty students
participated in the controversial demonstration.

Rescue
Continued from Page 1
several others from as far away as
California in blocking the entrances
to abortion clinics.
Jay Williams, who also helped to
organize the trip, said the blockcades
arc the best way to protest abortion
legislation.
"Doing the other stuff like writing
letters to the Congress doesn't really
do anything anymore,'' Williams
said. "You have to do radical things
in order to make (abortion) an issue.
God commands us to rescue those
being lead off to slaughter.
"We're laying down our physical
bodies for those children to have a
chance to live. People think this approach so wrong but then they get
speeding tickets that are a lot worse
than the fines we got," he added.
Williams said the church in America needs to take a greater stand
against abortion.
"When you look at the Church in
Germany between 1935 and 1945,"
Williams said, "you don't remember
its singles ministries or its youth programs; you remember that it allowed
approximately six million Jews to be
killed.
"This doesn't mean they supported
killing the Jews; it just means they
didn't do anything about it.
"In the future, people aren't going

___

The Liberty Champion
All Aboard!
The Liberty Champion is presently looking for various positions for the 1994 school year. If you need a
Christian service, or are just interested in making some new friends, come and check out what
The Liberty Champion has to offer. We meet in DeMoss Hall Rm. 109 every MWF at 3:30.
Come on aboard, you' 11 be glad you did!
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to judge us about our ministry;
they're going to judge us by the
number of babies being murdered."
Miller said the "holocaust in the
U.S. today is distastefully similar
to the extermintation of the Jews
in Nazi Germany. (Abortionists)
have murdered one third of our
generation."
"College students really need to
look at it in that way," Williams said.
Senior Todd Mctzgar, one of those
arrested, said the nine hours he
stayed in a jail cell and the $50 penally that accompanied the citation
were well worth it.
"It was worth it in regard to the
hours that we put the abortion clinics
out of business and the number of
children saved and women who received counseling," Metzgar explained.
"If you saw a child drowning and it
was on private property, would you
trespass and save the child's life?"
Miller asked.
"Children's lives were saved that
day," Williams said. "People got a
chance to counsel women out of
having an abortion.
The effect on people's hearts—if
you've ever been to a rescue, is life
changing."
Freshman Jon Daugherty, another
one of those arrested, said he's more

certain now of the need to stop abor
tion.
"I'm definitely going to (risk arrest) again," Daugherty said. "I have
a great burden for it now.
"Going through this was a great
sacrifice, and it reminded me of
God's sacrifice for us. What we did
pales in comparison to what God
has done," he concluded.
All 11 of the students arrested
were released by 6 p.m. Saturday.
The rest of the group picketed
abortion clinics and counseled pregnant women who came to the clinics
to have an abortion.
There were more than 60 arrests
throughout the day. Several of those
arrested were of college-age.
Last year, three LU students were
arrested for blocking abortion
clinics. Williams said the 400 percent increase in those willing to risk
arrest by "rescuing" is another sign
of success.
The "rescues" were preceded on
Friday by the "March for Life" and
by an evening rally sponsored by
Operation Rescue at the Chrystal
City Marriott Hotel.
Last year, 250,000 pro-lifers
participated in the "March for Life"
while more than 300 arrests were
made for violating the law by
blocking abortion clinics.

The Economics of the Citibank
Classic Visa card. How no annual fee, student discounts
and Price Protection create upward growth, A variety of factors have been suggested
as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners between the
ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more students
doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa® card. It's
this last one, however, that affects most students. U The Citibank Classic Visa card offers immediate
savings to student cardmembers. \bu can now receive the Citibank Classic card with No Annual Fee.
\bu can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount for domestic flights,1 a low variable interest rate of
15.4%? as well as savings on mail order
purchases, sports equipment, music and
magazines. One might even have enough
savings to reinvest in a CD or two (the
musical kind, of course). H On the way to
the record store, or any store for that
matter, take stock of the 3 services

Monarch Notes® Version:

concerned with purchases made on the

The Citibank Classic Visa card will be

Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item

there for you with no annual fee, a low

advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150?

rate and special student discounts...

Buyers Security"" can cover these investments against accidental damage, fire or theft

so your own economy will be more

(ordinarily causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase? And Citibank

like a boom than a bust. Call 1-800-

Lifetime Warranty"" can extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products

CITIBANK, ext. 19 (1-800-248-4226).

No known picture of Washington smiling exists. Economists believe Washington was unhappy
because hefelt he could have received a better deal on war supplies. If he used a Citibank
Classic Visa card, he would have been assured ofgetting the best price and probably would
have been happier. (Artist's rendering of how he would have appeared on the dollar)

up to 12 years? U But perhaps the features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your
nose, your mouth, etc.—all featured on The Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it.
Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it
makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost
Wallet"" Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. H So never panic. As we all
know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837, 1857 and 1929 can cause a downswing in a
market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about your account
is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is something
else again.) U Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can only
be a boost. \bu're investing in futures—that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security,
rare in today's—how shall we say?—fickle market. U To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a
cosigner. And call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card.
Here's the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. (1-800-248-4226). H The Law of
Student Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card

CITIBANK

satisfies more of a student's unlimited wants and
needs, while reducing the Risk Factor in respect to
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limited and often scarce resources—with the greatest
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supply of services and savings possible—then students
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will demand said credit card." So, demand away—call.
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Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are lor Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Rights only. 'I he Annual Percentage Rate lor purchases is 15.4% as of 12/93 and may
vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rale lor cash advances is 19.8%. II a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge lor each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the
amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. 'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers
Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. •'Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at
least the minimum based on ictail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch Notes* are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuslci.
a Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N.A., ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member I Dl(
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Selah receives, earns
first-class rating
a "golden" rating, was the quality of writing.
"However, this year, (the writing) is our
strongest area," Raymond said. "One of the
The 1992-93 Selah staff received an early key reasons for this is the quality of our
Christmas present before winter break. It was editorial staff."
awarded a first-class rating, the second highRaymond commended Selah Editor Jenest category, by the Associated Collegiate nifer Blandford, who is in her second year at
Press for the 1993 edition of Selah, the the position, for her leadership on the staff.
university's yearbook.
"Another of the key reasons for our success
Jeff Raymond, second-year assistant ad- is having an editor who is committed enough
viser to Selah, said one of the areas which the to stay for more than one year," Raymond
judges complemented the staff for was the said.
Nonetheless, the Selah staff will not stop at
theme of last year's yearbook, "A Touch of
earning first class, according to Raymond.
Time."
"(The judges) complimented us on our Although the results of the competition were
theme and how it was carried through the not returned in time to incorporate the sugbook. They also gave special mention of the gested changes into the 1994 yearbook, he
said the staff made improvements by its own
history section," Raymond said.
Raymond, who had never submitted the judgment, which were consistent with the
yearbook for competition during his time at suggestions from the Associated Collegiate
Liberty, also noted that the areas on which Press judges.
"We have made improvements in all three
they scored well were not the 1992 yearbook.
"So, (the award is) representative of a big areas of this year's book: copy, graphics and
improvement in the book," Raymond ex- photography," Raymond said.
plained.
According to Raymond, the 1994 yearbook
Raymond said one of the things which kept is 7()pcrccnt complete and will be finished by
the yearbook from earning the highest rating, the beginning of February.

By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
News Editor

phou> by jAK.m (3irt*fopM

FROZEN SQtTD — Liberty students were surrounded by solid sheets ofIce tike this courtyard table during the first
week of the semester. Temperatures as low as seven degrees below zero hit Lynchburg which kept most of the ice
around.

One student killed, three Honor society raises funds, books
injured in car accident
to help improve Liberty library

FROM STAFF REPORTS

One Liberty student was killed and three
njurcd in a one-car accident late Thursday,
Dec. 16, 1993, just days before Christmas
jreak.

Crisanda "Crissy" Kay Michaelsen, 20,
3f Mason City, Iowa, was the front seat
jassenger in a 1993 Geo Metro, travelling
jast, when the vehicle veered off Oriskany
i^oad and struck a tree at 11:50 p.m.,
iccording to Lynchburg police officer D.L.
'misc.
Michaelsen was pronounced dead in the

emergency room at Lynchburg General
Hospital at 12:43 a.m. from multiple injuries.
The car was driven by Candida Dawn
Delgatly, 20, of Austin, Texas. Other passengers included Mark Paul Zimmerman,
19,ofParkridge,IH.,and Daniel David Ayars,
19, of East Northwood, N.Y., all of whom
were treated and released from the Lynchburg General Hospital.
According to Cruise, none of the passengers were wearing seat belts, which "would
have made a tremendous difference."

By IVETTE HASSAN
Champion Reporter

The Liberty University chapter of Alpha
Lambda Delta honor society is promoting the
Adopt-a-Book program to help the school library obtain current books.
"The purpose of the Adopt-a-Book program is to try to increase the number of
volumes in the library ... books for all different disciplines," Dr. Pauline Donaldson, administrative adviser, explained.
Donaldson added that the dean of the li-

brary sent a list of needed books to Alpha
Lambda Delta.
"We send out letters to parents, grandparents, faculty, staff members, etc., to try to get
them involved in the program," Donaldson
said. "The people can make checks payable to
Alpha Lambda Delta, and all contributions
are tax exempt."
She added that the programs started three
years ago and will always be there as long as
Liberty University has library needs.
Donaldson continued by explaining that
once the honor society, a club for students

with a 3.5 grade point average, or better, gets
that money, it orders books from various book
companies and makes one check payable to
that specific organization.
"We officially present all of these books to
the library during our annual initiation ceremony. We give the library books — not
money."
Donaldson also commented that each of
these books will contain a name plate on the
front page which will say: "Donated to the
library by the friends of Alpha Lambda Delta."

Ninety-six Liberty students nominated for Who's Who
FROM STAFF REPORTS
The 1993 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges" will include
the names of 96 students from Liberty University who have been selected as national outstanding campus leaders.
Campus nominating committees
and editors of the annual directory
selected the students based on their
academic achievement, service to
the community, leadership in extra-

curricular activities and potential for
continued success.
They join an elite group of students selected from more than 1,400
institutions of higher learning in all
50 states, the District of Columbia
and several foreign nations.
Outstanding students have been
honored in the annual directory since
it was first published in 1934.

Melissa E. Nickcrson, Galen E. Peel,
Evangeline E. Poggemiller and Amy M,
Powell.
Other students include: Michael E.
Duffy, Matthew Scott Gregory, Neill
Alexander McFarland, Daniel Victor
Moga, Jason Frederick Parsons, Ronald
David vSlein, Christopher Mark Wick, Joel
Robert Willitts, Barry James Asimos,
Wayne M. Robertson, Urlene Edith Dick
and Karl B. Shoemaker.

Students named this year from Liberty
University are: Maryannc E. Emmons,
Dee Ann Flora, John W. Herder, Christy
Jean Hindson, Kimberly Jean King,

Also nominated were: Terry Leonard
Walkias, Jr., Kimberly Trudy Schneider,
Brenda L. Woodhams, Lance Elbert
Howe, Tammy Renee Rogers, Judith M.

William D. Harrington were honored as
Upton, Todd Michael DeCourcy, Kelly
Krisiina Endlich, Benjamin David LaFwell.
rombois, David K. Plotts, Kevin J. •
Additional students that were named
Schulenburg, David Scott Dawson, Jeninclude: Margaret L. Hodges, Kent Jafnifer S. Fairfax, David Matthew Kergan,
frcy, Ellis Grace John, Melissa-Joanne
Michael Edward Lind, Daniel M. MalLehman, Michael Alan McCleery, Vallory, Willam Brian Trippeit, Bryan Aneric Helen McGrath, Esther Naomi Mills,
drew Wyalt, Valeric Lynn Bates, James
Michelle Leigh Morris, Ryan Neal, MatC. Berry and Barbara A. Beutler.
thew K. Pelletier, Amanda Ruth Pitkin
In addition, Wanice Laree Boyd, Jerand Jennifer M. Rich, Tara DaneUe
emy James Brigham, Corey Bruce Chasse,
Robertson, Susan Devane Robey, Ernest
Cheryl Lynn Collins, Dori A. Dupre and
M ichaelSarver II, Steven C. Sear, Nestor
Tamara Lynelle Evans, Sharon L. Fink,
D. Suan, Dawn M. Summers and Ashley
Karin Lynn Godshall, Timothy Erik GreB. Trunnell were listed.
gory, Timothy Lincoln Harmon and
Liberty students Wendy R. Ulm, Karri

Lynn Van Haitsma, Comendant Alin
Voicu, Shannon K. Wade, Amy L. Wagner, Lisa M. Wray, Sonya Gayle Douthat,
Rebecca J. Enrico, Heather Rene Hogue,
Amie J. Hopkins and Andrea Lynn Jones
were also included.
Finally, Marisela S. Lawson, Capricia
Anne Lee, Elsabeth R. Maka, Susan Elizabeth Matthews, Sheila K. Miskimen,
Shirley Jean Miskimen, Amy J. Nelson,
Christine Rita Ruggicro, Diane M. Sosa,
Jennifer Beth Klinger, Elaine Graham,
Tara Elizabeth Prowanl, Cynthia Rhea
Bargabos were also among those honored.

tudent
Educational Development
Fellowships
The Academy for Educational Development (AED) is accepting requests for applications for the NSEP
Graduate Fellowship Program.
For more information those interested should contact their NSEP
Campus Representative or AED;
NSEPGraduate Fellowship Program;
1255 23rd Street, NW; Suite 400;
Washington, DC 20037. Telephone:
202-833-7600or 800498-9360. Fax:
202-467-8755. After Feb. 1, 1994:
AED; NSEP Graduate Fellowship
Program; Universal North Building;
1875 Connecticut Avenue, NW;
Washington, DC 20009-1202. Telephone: 202-884-8000 or 1-800-4989360. Fax: 202-884-8400.
The deadline for receipt of applications by AED is 5 p.m., March 1,
1994.

Jane Addams Fellowship
Offered
The Indiana University Center on
Philanthropy is seeking student applicants for its Jane Addams Fellowships in Philanthropy program. The
fellowship program awardseach fellow SI5,000 for the year and 12

credits toward a graduate degree.
Qualified candidates will be recent
graduates with a bachelor's
degree, (including seniors
anticipating graduation).
The appl ication deadl ine
lor the fellowship is Feb.
15,1994.
For information interested persons should contact the Indiana University
Center on Philanthropy,
550 West North Street,
Suite 301, Indianapolis, IN
46202-3162, (317) 2744200.

Third World Teleconference
On Feb. 10, 1994, 1- 3 p.m. (ET),
Old Dominion University will present a live, interactive teleconference
entided "Global Interdependence: The
United States and The Third World."
This two-hour program will describe how events in distant Third
World nations impact the lives of average Americans. There wi 11 be an opportunity to ask questions of the featured presenter, author John Maxwell
Hamilton.
Those interested should call Academic

Television Services at 1-800-5484807.

Fellowship for
History Graduate
Study
The James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation
will be awarding fellowships in 1994 for masterslevel graduate study of the
framing and history of the
U.S. Constitution.
College seniors
and graduates who intend
to become secondary school
teachers of American history, American government and social studies

are eligible for awards.
Through nationwide competition,
James Madison Fellowships will be
awarded to at least one legal resident
of each state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the other U.S.
territories. After completing study
under a fellowship, James Madison
Fellows are required to teach American history, American government,
or social studies in a secondary school
for a minimum of one year for each
year of graduate assistance they receive.
Fellowships carry a maximum stipend of $24,000 (for up to two years
of full-time study for college graduates), which can be used to cover the
costs of tuition, fees, books, room,
and board. Fellows may enroll in

graduate programs leading to master's
degrees in American history, political
science, or education offered by any
accredited university.
Participation in an accredited fourweek summer institute on the principles, framing, ratification, and implementation of the Constitution and
Bill of Rights is required of all fellows, normally during the summer
after the commencement of study.
Those interested should call (804)
582-6100 for information and reservations.

International Internships
James Madison University an-
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GLTC
QUARTER RIDES
Ride anywhere on the Liberty University
Campus for only one quarter!

Rentals & Sales

Dayspit
Custom
Bridal

nounces the opening of recruitment
for the fall 1994 and spring 1995
International Internship positions.
The program offers a unique opportunity to gain professional experience on an international basis regarding their field of interest.
Interested students may request the
information directly from Judy Cohen, program coordinator, at Paul
Street House, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807,
phone (703) 568-6979, or fax (703)
568-3310.
The deadline for applications for
both semesters is March 14, so wouldbe interns should proceed quickly.

Wedding Gowns
Brides Maids & Mother Gowns
Slips, Veils, & Tuxedos

Effective Wednesday, January 19th, GLTC
will offer reduced fare rides anywhere on
campus. Just board at one stop and ride to
any other GLTC stop on campus for only
one quarter. Rides off campus will continue
to be at the normal fare - 75 cents.
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Students say LU needs honor code
By AMY MORRIS
World News Editor

Should a Christian university be
exempt from an honor code designed
to frustrate would-be cheaters? Students at Liberty University don't seem
to think so.
In a recent survey conducted by the
Liberty Champion, 90 percent of the
students polled endorsed the current
honor code as it deals with academic
honesty.
"It (the honor code) gives the student body credibility as an academic
institution," one student said.
However, 60 percent of students
had no idea what the honor code says,
and 80 percent think that it should be
more widely advertised.
Other results found that 60 percent
of students believe that cheating on
campus is widespread, and 90 percent
think that LU needs an honor code.
However, 70 pcrcentof students think
that the current LU honor code is not
a valid deterrent of academic dishonesty.
Two of the students the Liberty
Champion polled admitted that they
had copied answers from another
student's exam, and one student confessed to al lowing someone "borrow"
a paper he had written, even though
the 1993-94 Liberty Way states that
"During examinations, academic dishonesty shall include referring to information not specifically condoned
by the instructor. It shall further include receiving information from a

Faculty says code
should be enforced
of psychology, said.
In addition, one individual of the
administration
agreed that the whole
What is the role of the faculty and
campus
needs
to
take part in enforceadministration regarding enforcement
ment
proceedings.
of Liberty's academic honor code?
"It is the responsibility of thecntire
How do they feel about this responsiacademic
community to enforce the
bility? A non-scientific survey of
honor
code.
Each person should refaculty and administration may help
flect,
communicate
and enforce the
to answer these questions.
institution's
values,"
Dr. A. Pierre
Opinions of the faculty seemed to
Guillermin,
president
of
LU, said.
coincide when referring to their roles
—
—
"A unias honor code en- • H M n a a
versity
is
an acaforcers.
"Faculty members and demic commuSeveral members of the LU fac- students are the most nity. As a community, it has deulty and adminicritical element in
veloped laws
stration agreed that
insuring
the
success
of
governing
the bestudents need to
any
cam
pus
wide
effort
havior
and
contake part in the reduct
of
its
memsponsibility, but the to promote academic
bers. The -acaobligation ultiintegrity."
demic community
mately rests upon
— Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin is only as strong
the shoulders of
as each member of
faculty.
—
"I believe—ideally that it's the that community is committed to its
responsibility of both the students and well-being," he added.
The commitment of the faculty and
faculty (to enforce the code). But
realistically, it's just faculty (who do administration to the honor code seems
the enforcing)," Brenda Bonheim, to be strong, according to several perassistant professor of physical educa- sons polled.
"A strong consistent honor system
tion, said.
Another professor commented that and policy: a.) enhances the conestudents need to take a more involved si veness and welfare of the university
position in enforcing the honor code. community, b.) strengthens the repu"The students themselves have a tation of the institution within the
responsibility that whatever they ob- global community, c.) increases the
serve they need to report," Harvey value of the student's education in
Hartman, associate professor of bibli- regard to their relationships in society
and future employment, d.) increases
cal studies, said.
However, another faculty member the student's self image," Dr. Guillersuggested that it is the administration min stated.
In addition, Hartman said that the
who should play a crucial part in
honor code is a positive factor when it
honor code enforcement.
"The administration needs to back comes to the student's well being.
"I don't think the honor code is set
up the faculty. All we can do is call it
to the attention of the administra- in place to catch people. It's there to
tion," Dr. Nancy Anderson, professor enforce their obligation," he said.

By KIM MATHERLY
Champion Reporter

— — —

"We, the students, faculty and staff of
Liberty University will not break the moral
and ethical standards of this institution nor
tolerate those who do."

385•899 9
10 % Discount with Liberty I.D.

Resignation
Continued from Page 1
bid)," Liberty athletic director Chuck
Burch said.
The Big South is now facing decisions of what course of action to take,
either against Campbell or a plead to
the NCAA.
"We (the Big South) are looking
into the possibility of seeking an injunction against Campbell or filing
for a lawsuit," Burch said.
"(If the Big South loses the automatic bid), the conference could
have losses in excess of $200,000,"
Burch said. "...It could also severely
hamper recruiting efforts."
Another possibility for the Big
South would be to appeal the loss of
an automatic bid to the NCAA.
"In the past, (the NCAA) has not

Chuck Burch
LU Athletic Director

ATM
Continued from Page 1
Stewart said the ABC should arrive
sometime this week.
So, what is the catch for Liberty?
There really is no catch, according to
Stewart.
"The only thing the school has to
pay for is the phone lines and electricity," Stewart said. "This shows
that (Berkeley) perceives Liberty as
a place that matters."
Stewart added that Berkeley will
finance the remaining costs of the

BASKETS & MUCH MORE

Source: The Liberty Way

Campbell

Continued from Page 1
director Chuck Burch said. "To me,
things like playing Duke in the
NCAA (men's basketball) playoffs
(which Campbell did in 1992) enhance your image."
"1 disagree with Campbell's assessment that (joining i n e TAAC)
will improve their image," Burch
continued.
Nonetheless, Campbell will join a
conference of diverse schools, geographically, including such schools
as Centenary College in Shreveport,
La., the University of Central Florida
in Orlando, Fla., Florida International University in Miami, Fla,
Georgia State University in Atlanta,
Ga., and Samford University in Birmingham, Ala.

p h o t o by Jasoti Cliristnfi

CAUGHT RED-HANDED — Although LU is a Christian university, most students believe that an
honor code should be enforced to discourage things like cheating in the classroom.
fellow student, as well as any steal"Christians live by rules and stan- students approved of writing and
ing, buying or transmitting of a copy dards," a student commented. "Wc signing the honor code before taking
of any examination..."
may be Christians, but not all of us arc an exam, 80 percent admitted they
"Academic dishonesty is a serious honorable."
would not turn in a friend if they saw
problem on the campuses of America.
"Yes, wc do need an honor code. them cheating during the exam.
It is estimated at greater than 50 pcr- Without it, where is your basis for
"He's cheating himself and that's
centof all university dishonesty," Dr. behavior? Exams
nothing I can
"Our own Christian change," one stuA.PicrrcGuillcrmin.prcsidcnlofLU, would be pointsaid.
less," another stuethics would keep us dent said. Another
"An 'honor code' helps to curtail dent in favor of the
student said she
honest, but there must would feel like a
the problem of academic dishonesty. honor code said.
Although 90
In theory, an honor system should
also be consequences tattletalc.
resolve the issue. Unfortunately, an pcrcentof students
student said
for those who cheat." sheOnewould
honor system or honor code is not in think the code is
turn a
—Liberty student friend in "because
itself asufficientdeterrent," he added. fair and 90 percent
think that an honor code has a place he is damaging himself and it isn't
on
a Christian campus, few are will- fair to those of us who have studied
Li
fonorCode
ing to enforce it upon their peers.
andtakethetesthonestly." She added
Purpose: To promote community involvement in mainResults of the poll concerning en- that she would first ask the person to
taining the standards of the university.
forcement were diverse. Only one turn himself in.
percent of students believe it is their
If students witness what they consider to be an infraction
One reason for this reluctance could
duty to enforce the code, while five be that 70 percent of students are
of school policy, it is their responsibility to:
percent leave enforcement to the fac- afraid of being labeled as a"squealer."
a. Confront the student and request that he reports
ulty. One percent think that it's the Only 20 percent would view themhimself/herself to the appropriate dean or resident
job of the RAs to nab dishonest stu- selves as concerned Christians.
director within 48 hours.
dents, and one percent said that the
So the question remaining is, if
b. Report the alleged infraction and those involved to the
responsibility belonged to no one.
students are not willing to back up the
Other contradictory results were honor code, to whom should they
office of Student Development immediately.
foundaswell. Although 70 percent of pass the buck?

looked favorably upon these petitions," Burch said. "But, in this case,
wc (the Big South) feel there arc extenuating circumstances."
Furthermore, Burch said any action taken will be soon because of
the possibility that the issue will be
pushed to the side during the NCAA
playoffs in March.
"Wc would like to get this done
and behind us before the end of February," Burch said.
"Wc arc going to have to actively
pursue all avenues to get a waiver of
this provision," he added.
Although Burch disagrees with the
decision Campbell made, he said he
is understanding of the decision.
"You've got to do what is in the
best interest of your school," he said.
LIBERTY EMERGENCY

banking center.
Also, Stewart said the ABC will
take pressure off the check cashing
services in the business office.
Moreover, Patrick said that automated banking is definitely becoming the trend of banking.
"(The ABC's) are the first step toward completely automating the
banking process," Patrick said.
Berkeley currently provides automated banking services to several
other colleges and universities on the

East Coast including nearby Longwood College and High Point University in North Carolina.
Also, Berkeley serves four schools
in Pennsylvania, two in New York
and four in Maryland with the possibility of four more schools in New
York.
Also, Patrick said the bank is looking into installing the machines at
various schools in Texas.
"They are very excited about this,"
Patrick said.
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LIGHT FAMILY MEDICAL
Welcome Back Liberty Students

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

Dr. Todd Mac Dowall D.C.

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

CHIROPRACTOR

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

Liberty University Alumnus
New campus location
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2811 Linkhorne Dr.
Lynchburg, VA 24503
at health services
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Editorial
...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty.
II Corinthians 3:17

Thanks to cleanup crew
for improved appearance
The Liberty University maintenance crew is to be commended for its
successful cleanup efforts of the DeMoss Atrium and hallways during the
Christmas break.
Before break, numerous holes in the wall were found outside the
business office, an enormous hole in the shape of a human down another
hall; and trash at every couch in DeMoss.
Needless to say, it was refreshing to come back and not only see the
numerous holes filled, patched and sanded and the trash picked up, but to
find that the walls were repainted as well.
As lot of hard work has gone into the much needed repairs, the
community of Liberty University should not only be proud to walk down
the school's restored hallways but also must remember that it takes much
more than mere "wear and tear" to destroy the hallways.
Every student knows the frustration of waiting in an overly long
business office line just to discover that he still owes money on his school
bill;however, that does not constitute putting one's fist through a wall.
And even though you may be running late to class and decide to "come
back later" to pick up your empty soda can and discarded food wrapper,
we all know you have no intention of returning until after the cleaning
crews have been through DeMoss.
Isn't common courtesy in order?
Maybe if we worked together we could continue to make DeMoss and
Liberty University a cleaner, neater place to spend the next few months,
or years, of our lives.
So the next time you get frustrated and feel like hitting something, why
not try opting for a nice scream outside or pray for the strength not to hit
something?
And the next time you decide to leave your empty soda can next to the
couches or empty food wrapper, think again, then throw it in the trash.
During this new semester many visitors will come to our school. Do you
really want them thinking this school is nothing but an academic institute
in the environment of a pig's sty?
We think not.

Read My Lips...
The Christmas and New Year season brought a new wave of allegations against President Clinton. The president sees himself as being
"plagued" by the press, and views these allegations as nothing but a
"distraction" keeping him from the job at hand, which, as near as we can
figure, is dismantling our country.
Recently, the president responded to a reporter's questions alleging
sexual misconduct by saying, "We,...we did, if, the, the, I, I, the stories
are just as they have been said. They're outrageous, and they're not so."
Clearly, the president has been shaken by this recent bout with a populace
whose interest in his character flaws has been rekindled.
Questions of impropriety concerning the Whitewater affair are much
larger; and although the secondary status it is given by the press, it poses
a threat to the president. The failed Madison Savings and Loan and the
suicide of Vincent Foster seemed unconnected several months ago;but
when it was disclosed that Foster had acted as the Clinton attorney during
the Whitewater development, serious allegations of wrongdoing wereraised. And even more suspicious is the report that White House counsel
Bernard Nussbaum removed files relating to the Clinton finances from
Foster's office immediately after his death.
Clinton should thank his friends in the media establishment for overlooking what would have been in a Republican presidency ample cannon
fodder for cries of impeachment. And, Clinton should also thank his
media friends for throwing up a smokescreen so that the American people
will never know the full truth.
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Thc( hampionisdisiribuleii every Tuesday while classes
are in session. 'Ihe opinions expressed in llns publication
donol necessuiil) represent the views ol l.il>eny University.

Liberty Champion Policies
The Champion encourages members ol
the community to submit letters to the editor
on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 4(X) words. The
Champion requests that all letters be typed
and signed. Letters appearing in the Forum
do not represent the views of The
Champion's editorial board or Liberty
University.

Also, all articles, except the editoriala bear
the endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the properly ol The Champion. The Champion reserves the right to accept, reject or edit any
letter received, according to The Champion slylcbook.
The deadline for letters is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Editor, The
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113or
mail to The Champion, Liberty University.

Cold brings blizzard of tabloid journalism
hysteria
is a humorous thing.
Wars, earthquakes and
elections all generate
their share of media
hype, but at no time is
*
this excitement manifest more than in reporting the weather.
As the Northeast is
in the throes of another BRENT M.
record-breaking win- TRIMBLE
ter, complete with bliz- B i ^ M i ^ i a B a
zards and frigid temperatures, weathermen
are in their element, pointing frantically to
their radar screens and long- term projections, warning their viewers of the impending
doom.
While scientists who subscribe to the
Global-Warming theory are hard pressed to
find converts this time of year, the television
meteorologist is never quite this happy. After
all, when else does his segment of the news
reach this status and take precedence over
perhaps the Mendez brothers or the drawn-out
Bobbil trials'?
"We are tracking a storm that is developing
off the coast of the Solomon Islands," they
might say. "And, although it may be a shot in
the dark," the meteorologist begins, "This
storm could be capable of dumping up to two
feet of wet snow in our region. My 15-day
extended forecast in a minute."
Immediately, the storm is given the status
of an approaching ballistic missilcstrike,scnding beleaguered television viewers off to the
store to buy gargantuan bags of rock-salt (that
they will never use completely and will be
reduced to small piles in the back yard, when,
with the prompting of the spring run-off and
monsoons, will leach into the town water
supply, giving it a peculiar saline taste in midMarch/April.) But the snow is the least of the

worries. Horror stories of wind chill factors
that fall off the thermomoetcr strike fear into
the hearts of anyone foolish enough to venture
outdoors.
One weatherman was even quoted as
saying that brave souls who must go outside
should "smear liberal amounts of petroleum
jelly on the face and ears." Imagine a stuffy
classroom with everyone smelling like Vaseline. Naturally, the recent frigid weather does
warrant some precaution but hardly the hysteria and hype that it has generated.
One would be led to think that his fingers
might suddenly freeze and fall off when he
reaches for the car door handle.
Not everyone is dismayed by the onslaught
of winter, however. Merchants benefit greatly
from media hysteria.
Snow shovels, blowers and plow attachments for the family garden tractor are bought,
sharpened and waxed in preparation for the
Apocalypse.
As zero hour approaches and the weathermen begin their doomsday clock at" 120 hours
and counting.../'tracking this storm of unbelievable proportions. Weathermen of competing stations try to best their competition by
seeing who has the highest projected snowfalls and where the "snow-line" might fall.
The rest of the news staff is not left out of
the festivities. Not at all. Folks in the graphics/production department pump out dramatic
logos and music to accompany weather reports when they break into your favorite afternoon show.
These arc catchy names such as "STORM
'94" or " OPERATION: NORTHEASTER"
and perhaps even "NEWSWATCH 10,
SNOWBALL REPORT." These can be likened to the catchy "War in the Gulf" logo
CNN utilized while reporting the Persian Gulf
War. You know, the one that was followed by
a grim-faced Bernard Shaw telling how U.S.

tanks had just eliminated half of the Iraqi
army.
The local weathermen follow this format,
but instead of interviewing a tank commander,
microphones are thrust into the face of the
local public works director, (a.k.a. snowplow
driver) and the same is asked to bestow his
wisdom and expertise in the crisis.
What is so hillarious about this whole situation is that, more often than not, these projected snowfalls often amount to a drop in the
bucket, a light dusting, hardly the knee-deep
drifts that used to fall in days past.
What did weathermen do then? Before the
radar, long-term forecasts and predictions?
How about, "It might snow tomorrow night;
it might amount to a foot or so-probably
not-school might be cancelled, and you should
make sure you have a snow shovel."
This would be much more effective than
striking fear and hysteria into the hearts of
viewers who, in turn, besiege local grocery
stores and buy out the entire stock of bread,
milk and botded water.
But what is even more disturbing than
media hype isJhow easily people, succumb to
; • < / ./in h
It.
Whether they like to admit or not, the masses
are manipulated by what they see on the tube
and, more often than not, take what it says at
face value.
Why,I evenfoundmyselfgrapplingforthe
last loaf of bread with a woman at the grocery
store before last week's storm.
This can explain alot about people, though.
Like how certain things are allowed to happen
or how things happen without folks knowing
it.
Though perhaps an exueme example of the
spin-doctors methods, weather reports can
explain even how certain people get elected
and stay that way. Hope you can stear clear of
• the snow.

Serve Christ full time in any job, vocation
./"rancisSchalTcr
Forexamplc:SupposeaChristian businessonce claimed that: 50
man decides to dedicate his work to the Lord.
years ago, if Christian
He looks around him and sees growing unparents had encouremployment and squandered welfare monies
aged their children to
in addition to lost souls.
go out into the work
He decides to take action against the growforce and be the best
ing tide of unemployment by hiring an unemthey could be in their
ployed, welfare recipient.
chosen field instead of
The businessman offers this person a steady
forcing them out onto
income in return for hard work and determinathe missionfield,there PAMELA E.
tion.
would have been WALCK
In addition, the businessman also begins
Christian lawyers on t ^ ^ " » " ^ " ^ ^ ^ ™ ministering to the person's spiritual needs
the Supreme Court in 1973 when Roe vs. through encouragement and prayer.
Wade changed the history of American sociBefore long, the once welfare recipient is
ety.
not only off the unemployment line and off
This is not to say that today's Christians welfare — he is also telling his neighbors
should bypass the mission field or the church about what his new boss has done for him.
pulpit, but rather it points to the alarming fact
Word like this spreads quickly and who
that America — now more than ever — needs knows how many souls would be saved in
Christian professionals.
addition to helping solve the welfare crisisWhen I use the term "Christian," it does not small though the effort may seem.
refer to the type of person who only displays
Imagine what could happen in that city, if a
his faith once a week by sitting on a church couple more businessmen caught the same vipew every Sunday.
sion and took action as well!
It is the person who is a full-time Christian
In the same way, a teacher can go into the
and lives his faith seven days a week, 52 public school system and stand firm in opposweeks a year and for life.
ing die infiltration of humanistic values in
Aperson who knows what he believes in, today's educational system.
why he believes it and is not afraid to let
Similarly, a Christian government official
others know about their commitments and can enter the ring of political back slabbing
beliefs.
and prove that men and women of character
Unfortunately, many of today's Chris- and integrity do still exist.
tians find it so easy to look at the social ills in
They can work to represent their constituAmerica and say "Where did we go wrong?" ents and vote according to the needs of the
However, they are only lookingat the past and people who put them in office rather than
trying to pass the blame on previous genera- fulfilling their own personal agendas.
tions — instead of looking u> the future ami
You might say, "Yeah that's all fine and
doing what they can to change the wrongs dial dandy having Christians out in the 'world'
they see.
doing all this but what good will j \ do?"
Though die pessimist will tell you dial just
Why not just hide in the middle of an
one individual can change nothing compared African jungle? Or spend a lifetime translatto the growing tide ol "Sunday" Christians — ing the Bible into a foreign language?
think again.
Because while diere are unsaved souls that

only a missionary or a pastor can reach —
likewise there are souls that only a Christian
professional can reach for the Lord.
Surely you cannot expect a worldly CEO to
waltz into a church some Sunday morning and
get saved — not to say it couldn't happen.
But more likely, a Christian CEO or business
associate can reach that lost man better by
being a living testimony to him on a consistent
basis.
Likewise, a pastor would be much better
suited to reach a grieving family that has just
lost a loved one, much better than a CEO who
read about the death in the newspaper and just
decided to stop by the house.
The Bible specifically dedicates a chapter
of the New Testament on this issue.
In I Corinthians 12:12,17 it states "For as
the body is one, and hath many members, and
all the members of that one body, being many,
are one body: so also is Christ.. .If die whole
body were an eye, where were the hearing? If
the whole were hearing, where were the smelling?"
At Liberty we have the privilege of not only
choosing our careers but studying in a uniquely
Christian environment.
So as this new semester begins, keep in
mind not only your goal of graduation and
career preparation — also remember that God
called you into your area of choice for a
specific reason. You and only you will be able
U) reach the unsaved in that particular field of
expertise.
So the next time you sit in convocation and
the speaker asks all those students whv/plan to
go into full-time minisuy to stand (meaning
pastors and missionaries), mentally everyone
should be on his/her feet.
Remember there's no such thing as a parttime Christian; and regardless of whether you
study to be a doctor, politician, teacher or a
pastor, you are a beacon of light in this world
of darkness.
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Semester check-in: agony, ecstacy, but necessary
By BRENT TRIMBLE
Opinion F.diior

students at check-in, good will is
lacking.
A major source of irritation and
complication is the disappearance or
absence of a promised loan or scholarship on a school bill which is discovered en route to the cashier line.
This prompts gasps and heart palpitations but is usually only a computer
error or mistake.
If your loan and scholarship came

bills and said they were trusting God
and had faith that they would be paid,
the school would probably laugh in
our faces." The truth is, although the
school has clamped down on students
who have delinquent accounts from
previous semesters, the institution
remains comparatively lenient in its
financial requirements. Not that this
should encourage students to arrive at
future check-in's without funds to pay

The alarm rings at 8 a.m. You roll
into the shower and out the door.
Shuffling along on the ice-covered
sidewalks you wonder if this is worth
it. But memories of waiting in a line
until the evening hours speed you on
your way.
"No one else will think to wake up
this early," you think to yourself, "I
will be the first one in line." Your
heart sinks as you round the street
" The reality is that most state schools have no
corner and see that the line snakes its
financial counselors setting up payment plans."
way past the cafeteria toward the religion hall.
—Brent Trimble
Check-in. A speedy process for a
Opinion Editor
select few, a painful, arduous ordeal
formost. Yet,thetwiceperyearcheck- in and you are still a few hundred their bills, but the underlying vein of
in process is but one of the many trials (thousand) dollars short, then a trip to thought illustrated by most of the f i a college student must endure on his the "cemetery" is in order. Here, you nancial administrators at check in is,
academic sojourn.
lake a deli-style number and simply "If you really want to come to Liberty
Liberty University is no exception wait until your number is called. And and find yourself a bit short, we will
find a way." Sound idealistic? Try
to the hardships of check-in; in fact, a wait, and wait, and wail.
college with the nickname "Line Up"
This section of the check-in process applying to an area slate school and
conjures up horrific visions of lines is the most feared and dreaded of the sec what happens 10 yourclasscs when
that stretch endlessly for hours, stu- whole ordeal but is one that is "en- you arc a little late paying your bill.
The reality is that most stale schools
dents being herded like dumb cattle joyed" by every student at least once
through mazes of yellow rope.
in his college career. (To those who have no financial counselors setting
Does the above scenario sound fa- must endure this hardship every se- up payment plans. In fact, at many
miliar? Hopefully not, yet this mester, take heart, it's only one day colleges you may not even register for
semester's check-in was complicated out of the whole semester—the long- classes unless your bill is paid in full.
by frigid temperatures and hazardous est day — but one day nevertheless.) Not reconciled, but paid in full.
Liberty University has an extremely
ice.
And to every fresh-faced freshman
The administration has tried to alle- who whisks by in the cashier line and lenient check-in policy compared to
viate the large number of students snubs his nose at those less fortunate, other institutions its size, and many
checking in at the same time by pub- look out, that trust fund or CD can't students have benefitted from this at
lishing small pamphlets which are last forever — four years is a long one time or another, whether they
mailed to students prior to their re- time, and it will be soon that you will care to admit it or not.
turn.
join the many in thecemetery of chairs,
But some of the most indignant atwaiting
hour
after
hour
before
your
titudes
expressed during check-in
These pamphlets contain times in
number
is
called.
were
not
from the students, but the
which students enter at staggered inparents
of
students. The first and most
tervals during the day according to
While eavsdropping on certain
obvious
question
that arises is, "Are
their student identification number.
disgruntled students awaiting their
we
in
college?
Why
are the parents
Unfortunately, because there is no turns in line, interesting non-Chrisnecessary?"
easy way to verify whether or not this tian attitudes and conversations can
Of course, parents are going to have
is being adhered to, the system is left be heard. For instance, one student
a
decided opinion about the way a
was heard saying, "If 5,000 students
to the good will of the students.
school
is conducting itself, particuBut judging from the large influx of showed up with no money to pay their

larly if they havea sizable investment
there. But parental instincts take
over when they feel their child has
been wronged, and for some odd
reason those students with parents
feel that they are not required to wait
in any sort of lines. In fact, if you
questioned a check-in worker during
the past few days on who was being
the most difficult, many would answer "parents."
Telling a check-in worker that this

is not the way you would do this
where you are from will not solve
anything. In fact, it only serves to
cause indignation on both sides. So
next time, if your parents are prone to
voicing their opinions out of place
and at the wrong time, leave them at
home. Instead, come prepared and
follow the regulations. Give thanks
that at our school we can be on a firstname basis with administrative persons and be treated like humans, nol

an ID number. And if there is a genuine problem, whethcracomputer glitch
oragenuinc financial need, more times
than not the problem will be solved to
the student's benefit.
Nol that waiting in the check-in line
will ever be a pleasant experience, but
it can be made easier with the proper
attitude.
And just think, by this time next
week check-in will be a faint (but
unpleasant) memory.

Get rich quick schemes warrant closer examination
By JIM BOOTH
Champion Reporter

Have you received a phone call from someone you barely know, telling you of a great
businessopportunity?Ihaveandif you haven't
yet, chances are you will. More than likely it's
a representative for Amway.
Amway is one of the largest door-to door
sales corporation in the world, with almost a
half million sales people in the United States
alone. Founded in a Michigan basement by
Richard DeVos and Jay VanAndel, Amway
sells all household products, including telephone service, clothing and food.
Amway operates by recruiting average
people who want to be their "own boss." An

Amway distributor will recruit three distributors (college students being easy targets) who each will recruit three more. These
distributors receive a percentage of sales
from all subsequent recruits. As co-founder
DeVos said, "Amway is more than just a
company; it's a movement to help people
help themselves."
However, many of the new recruits, for
one reason or another, drop out of Amway
within the first year.
As Amway seminars are packed with testimonials of rags to riches, they use patriotism and loud music to inspire new recruits.
The sad truth is that only a few will ever
become wealthy.

The average Amway distributor will spend
a thousand dollars a year on Amway's products but will only make $700 to $800 worth of
sales.
The distributor will also spend hundreds of
dollars on seminars, information packets,
books and inspirational tapes (which some
have claimed to be a form of brainwashing).
Other expenses include traveling to seminars
and calling prospective recruits.
As a result, many Amway distributors have
to dig into their own savings to pay these
expenses, often resulting in debt. Nevertheless, they are told that they are going to
succeed.
Remember that rumor about two or three

years ago that Proctor and Gamble was supporting the satanic church?
As it turned out, Amway was responsible
and was successfully sued by Proctor and
Gamble just two years ago.
While in the home of a devoted Amway
sales person, I noticed that there were pictures
on the refrigerator of the Bahamas, new cars
and a luxurious home.
After asking him what it was all about, he
replied that Amway teaches that if you put
your goals in the forefront of your mind, it
helps you reach them.
These goals arc very materialistic.
If you try to discuss with an Amway distributor its materialistic philosophies, he will

brush you off.
Last semester I met an acquaintance in the
hallway at school who greeted me enthusiastically. During our conversation he asked for
my phone number and wanted to give me a
call. Two weeks later, he called and asked if
I was interested in "starting a business."
The business turned out to be Amway, so I
politely said "no thanks."
Although we have often passed in the halls
since my refusal to be sucked into Amway,
he has not acknowledged meeting me.
Although Amway claims to be based on
Christian principles, Amway appears to be
anything but a Christian organization and
deserves a closer look.

Senior contends LU education
Don't be held in bondage to snowy
frees the mind to think logically weather, enjoy the cold
By BARTON SWAIM
Champion Reporter

A fellow student, who I think considered himself more a prisoner than
a student, last week complained to
me, "I'm not gettin' a real education
at this sorry-excuse-for-a-school."
Nothing new there. I've heard it
rather often over the past three years.
Since — true enough — one needs
only a pulse to be accepted by "The
World's Most Exciting University,"
some feel they are receiving a secondrate education.
Fools. A) An education is only
what one makes of it. B) Because
Liberty teaches not just the world but
a certain interpretation of the world,
an LU education is of better quality
than one from, say, Longwood.
Two years ago, a certain English
professor assigned his class (in which
I sat) a paper to be written on any one
of a dozen or so essays. My pick
concerned Christianity and esthetics.

I wrote a four pager, for which I
received an "A." That essay, as it
happens, proved amazingly useful to
me both then and later, which is why
I have actually gone back to read it a
second time.
Well, now, I happen to know that
many, if not most, of the students in
that class either fudged or copied their
assignments. Those are the kids,
ironically, who aren't getting their
money's worth at Liberty.
They pay sizeable sums of money,
to be sure, but like some idiot driving
away from the Hardee's window
without getting his food, they do not
use the purchased product. The foolishness is compounded when one
examines the difference between an
"education" as defined by most colleges and one according to Liberty.
Almost every higher learning institution in the country worships what is
known now as the "free marketplace
of ideas." Even conservatives tout

" X vVA5 ZIPPIN6 A10N6 NlCaV ON TH6 INFORMATION HIGHWAY"
vVH£N, POW, I HAP A AIAJPR glQWOuT/ "
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this nice-sounding concept as if ideal
(which is probably justified since
most schools are now homogeneously
liberal). But a free marketplace (the
"ideal" version of it anyway) simply
teaches facts and figures, dates and
names.
All these things are thrown at the
basically ignorant undergrad in no
context of worldview, no interpretation. The student, therefore, is left to
organize the ideas himself and winds
up simultaneously holding to contradictory beliefs.
The religious education is usually
criticized for "interpreting for the
student" the ideas studied. But, in
fact, it teaches the student how to
interpret. An education based on, or
in the context of, some worldview or
another is by nature a better education
than one based on nothing. One can
see this firsthand by meeting graduates from, for example, Ivy League
schools. Those poor souls are spiritual wrecks, with no concept of any
coherent, self-reinforcing worldview.
Ah, but Liberty. The LU student
comes away knowing, on the one
hand, what the tradition says, and, on
the other hand, what modernity says.
The Liberty graduate can accept or
reject because he is equipped to accept or reject.
The next person, then, who announces to me that he is going to
transfer in order to attain a "real education," 1 am going to give a swift
kick in the shin.
There are a few things about this
fine school's academic policy I might
change, but, by and large, 1 am privileged to have attended it.

By MARK HASKEW
Champion Reporter

Perhaps the most common topics
heard since returning from break are
how many inches of snow have fallen
"back home" and how many degrees
below zero the temperature is there,
usually spoken with a martyr's resignation.
I assume these are complaints. To
avoid any trivial arguments, I usually stay quiet, but I have to admit
that sometimes I actually enjoy the
winter. In fact, I see several advantages that cold weather has above
Florida.
• Being a native of central Florida,
winter was always theoretical rather
than realistic. December through
February was merely the time of the
year when the 10 billion slowest
Canadian drivers were sent to my
town.
• At Liberty there arc four actual
seasons, winter being the most
unique. Mars itself could not be
stranger to me (or more interesting)

than snow. Snowmen exist on a
magical level and icicles are completely supernatural. A blanket of
snow gives every familiar object a
silent layer of new clothing. In contrast, Florida has two seasons (Bake
and broil), and storms arc rated only
by the number of people killed by
lightning.
• The song "I'm Dreaming of a
White Christmas" takes on a real
meaning in the North. In general,
Christmas cannot be separated from
cold weather traditions. While those
in cold climates mighlcomplaint about
being soaked by snow, Floridians
worry about being drenched in perspiration walking from the shopping
mall to their cars.
• Which of us does not own a belter
sense of balance after this ice storm?
• Winter offers a better opportunity
to dress-up. Many sweaters seem to
have class which even the best Tshirts can't quite match.
• Northern winters let you ski without having to hang on to a tow rope

nor do snow skiers have to avoid
hitting alligators which occasionally happens with Florida-style skiing.
• There arc no insects during a cold
winter. This might seem to be a
small thing to Northerners, but Floridians must get used to the role of
primarily being inscctchewinggum.
Relief is very welcome.
Though not unaware of the problems of winter, I don't think it deserves the bad rap it gamers. Some
of us even like it a little.

Liberty Forum
Senior class president expresses appreciation for student senate,
SGA in passing senior privileges bill last semester
Dear editor,
My leading interest lor the scniorclass
is to encourage the promotion and
advancement of senior privileges. Last
session of senate (Thursday, Dec. 9,
1993) the Senior Class Privileges bill
was confrimed.

1 thank the Student Government
Senate lor ihciropcnmindcdncss when
they voted to reward all seniors for
their hard work. I would like to encourage the Student Government
Senate to keep up the good work
during the nest semester as well.

Again thank you lor the gilt of
privileges to die senior class this so
mesicr.
Sincerely,
Renee Reber
Senior class President
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LU couple overcomes cultural differences
By KIM MATHERLEY
Champion Reporter

Tracy Homa, a marketing major from Phillipsburg, N. J., came to Liberty for an education but also found a relationship with Paul
Carrasco, a computer science and math major
from Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
After 16 months of dating, they both agree
that their common bonds are stronger than
their cultural differences.
Carrasco and Homa have found that they
both share a pride in their own and one
another's values and cultures.
"It's fun because I help him with speaking
English and English class, and he helps me
with Spanish," Homa said.
"He's always proud of his culture no matter
what anybody says about it. I don't want him
to think Americans are better than them. I
think they're a lot better than us sometimes
because of their attitudes," she continued.
"You get to know another culture, another
way of thinking, another point of view,"
Carrasco said.
"You work hard. If you have a goal you
strive to get it. I don't want her to lose her
culture because that's the way she was when
I met her," he added.
Along with family and work values, Carrasco and Homa have the advantage of a
shared faith.
"We have the same God, so what's the big
deal? I know He has a plan for me and He has
a plan for Tracy. We have been through
difficult times, but we have overcome. We
have been together through everything, and I
think that the one thing that keeps us together
is the Lord," Carrasco said.
Still, Carrasco and Homa must still face
certain challenges as well. One such disadvantage is the daily battle of miscommunication.

Answers Please

"Sometimes there's a language barrier.
Phrases I would speak with you guys he
wouldn't understand because it might be an
American thing, and it wouldn't make sense
to him. It's gotten a lot better. I consider
myself a patient person, but you get tired of
saying things over and over," Homa said.
Language also poses a problem in the area
of music. Even though the couple shares a
love for music, the translation of songs from
one language to another can be difficult.
"When he writes me songs in Spanish, they
don't translate that well in English," Homa
said.
Along with language, expectations also can
pose a problem. Disagreements about social
situations also arise in their relationship occasionally.
"They (Bolivians) arc used to people just
showing up at your house and you have to be
prepared to give them dinner. Like on a
Sunday after church, my mom only cooks
enough food for four of us; and if someone
came in unexpectedly, we wouldn't have
enough food," Homa said.
"In my county, if somebody just showed
up, we share and you can come in anytime you
want. You don't have to be invited to go," he
said.
"When I went to her home it was the first
time I had been with a whole family (from
America). Her house is not like my house. We
don' t get embarrassed if our house isn't clean,"
he said.
Yet with all their differences, Carrasco and
Homa have learned to deal with whatever
comes their way and show that differing cultures can be overcome.
"I think if you love somebody it's not going
to matter. Just because he's a little darker than
photo courtesy of Paul Carrasco
me and he speaks different, that still doesn't
change the fact that he's a person," Homa LOVE IN ANY LANGUAGE — Sophomores Paul Carrasco and Tracy Homa
know the advantages and disadvantages of a cross-cultural relationship.
said.

Student provides certified hair care, friendship
By KIM MATHERLEY
Champion Reporter

The place: Dorm 23 lobby. The charge: $5.
The experience: Getting a professional job for
an amateur price.
Elementary education may be her major,
but cutting hair is her specialty. Melissa
Farner, a freshman at Liberty, can be found in
the afternoons chatting about anything from
the weather to philosophy in the lobby of
Dorm 23.
As a licensed cosmetologist, Farner, age
21, has put her talents to work as she earns
extra money on Liberty's campus.
Even though she received her cosmetology
license in the state of Ohio, Farner was worried about not having a Virginia license.
"I wanted to make sure it (practicing cosmetology) was legal here, so I cleared it with
the Board of Cosmetology in Virginia. I had
to transfer my license from Ohio to Virginia."
Farner obtained her first cosmetology license by attending the Columbus Nationwide
Beauty Academy near her home in Bellville,

sisters majored in educaOhio, for more than a
tion, so I wanted to do
year. It was then that
something different."
Farner found her love for
After a year of beauty
cutting hair.
school, Farner returned to
"I decided while I was
working with children.
in beauty school that I
"I just realized that's rereally enjoyed cutting
ally where my heart was.
hair, but there were other
During that year (of beauty
aspects of the field that I
school), it was the first time
didn't want to get into. I
1 had not worked with childidn't enjoy chemical
dren, and I realized how
processing, and that's a
much I missed working
big part of the job."
with kids," she said.
Attending beauty
Even though she is
school because she was
studying so that one day
interested in fashion, Melissa Farner
she can work with kids,
Farner also soon found
Freshman
Farner still stays busy cutthat for other reasons she
was not cut out for salon work. It became ting hair for LU students.
clear to her that she missed working with
"Sometimes I'll have nine (jobs a week),
children. She confessed that even though she sometimes I'll have one or two. The last few
enjoyed being with kids, she had shied away weeks before break, I had a lot of girls, but
from the idea of making it her career.
before that I had mostly guys. Obviously, I
"I had a real mental block about being an have more returning guys because they get
elementary school teacher because both my their hair cut more frequently," she said.

Since she has more guy customers, Farner
works mostly in the lobby of Dorm 23. She
cuts girls' hair in her dorm room.
"I get plenty of referrals because they (customers) tell their friends."
She also believes that another reason her
services are frequently required is that she
takes pride in her work.
"I do like to do the best job I can. A lot of
peoplecommenton that. I'm kind of aperfeclionist." In addition, Farner also likes talking
with her customers as she cuts their hair.
"Thai's something I enjoy—talking to a lot
of people who normally I wouldn't just sit
down and spend time talking with. Normally
Iwouldjustpasstheminlhchall;,butwiththe
atmosphere of someone sitting in a chair for
20 minutes, we talk about everything from the
weather to philosophy," she said.
In addition to the socializing, however,
Farner also enjoys the benefit of having a few
extra dollars to spend.
"Its good for just survival money, just providing basics, and I do try to spend it on my
school bill and books," she said.

"What is your
goal for this
semester?"
j^^^^\

"My main goal is
to make some
good contacts
that will possibly
lead to a good
job."

&iw
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Chris Hadley
Gainesville, Fla.

"This semester
I would really
like to raise my
grades."

Mike Shive
Hereford, Md.

"My goal for this
semester would be
tofindthe Lord, a
lady and a living."

Michael Braley
Kissimmee, Fla.

"My goal is to
simply survive
living on campus."

Jayne Sargeant
Lynchburg, Va.

"My goal is to
keep my GPA
really high,
make
more
friends and get
to know God
better."
Vicki Vieira
Taunton, Mass.
By Kristen Wright

'Impaired vision': Don't let how others see you effect how you see others
I'll see things differently this semester
and not just because I
finally got new
glasses. In fact, it was
the doctor's final
words of an eye exam
which actually altered
my vision.
I've always hated
eye exams because of D A V I D
the embarrassing u i o T ,
thickness of my « A K 1
m
lenses. My lenses
*^^mm^mimm^mt
were so thick, when I looked at a world map
I could actually see people waving.
Perhaps that's what led me to schedule an
appointment for the eye exam during Christmas break.
The moment I arrived at the eye doctor's
office, I was led to a cozy sofa in a mauve,
green and peach waiting room. Obviously,

they were trying to lull me into a false sense of
security before whisking me away to a hightech romper room of optometry torture.
"David Hart?" a non-intmidating blonde
inquired. "If you'll just follow me we can get
started on your exam," she said.
The first thing she told me she was going to
do was give me a glaucoma test. I placed my
chin on an NFL style chin rest and focused on
a green dot. She told me that I would feel "a
little puff of air," but it turned out to be more
like Hurrican Hugo.
A blast of air impacted my eyeball so hard
that my eyelids actually flapped. Then she had
the nerve to tell me to relax while she did it to
my other eye. Yeah right.
Next, she moved me to another menacing
piece of machinery and told me that she wanted
to take pictures of my eyes one at a time.
I told her I already had a picture in my wallet
that she could keep, but she insisted that she
wanted to take the picture of my eyes. I bet she

says that to all her patients.
"Blink once and then hold them open," she
said. I always hate when people tell me not to
blink. I become so focused on not blinking
that I'll inevitably blink and ruin everything.
This is very similar to the "X-ray while
wearing a lead apron" and "hold-your-mouthopen-with-tongs orthodontist photo" dilemma.
Immediately after the camera flashed, I
could sec nothing but a brilliant blue orb
approximately the size of Rhode Island.
She then proceeded to take a picture of my
right eye, after which a huge pink dot appeared. This puzzled me greatly. Was my left
eye more masculine than my right eye?
"Now then, if you'll just follow me the
doctor will be with you shortly," she said. I
wondered what his height had to do with
anything.
I sat in the dentist-like chair, knowing what
came next — the portion of the exam when
you have any remaining dignity stripped. I

1:17 says, "Every good gift and every perfect gift is from
above, and cometh down from the Father of lights, with
whom is no variableness, neither shadow of turning."
There is no such word as "luck" in the Christian
vocabulary. Our Father is always in control of our
lives, and nothing ever happens without His allowing or knowing it. Fate or chance does not dictate the
The old year of 1993 has given way to 1994. This course of our lives, but God does.
fresh, new year begins a new round of semester classes,
Too often, I hear brothers and sisters in Christ
responsibilities and relationships. The hearts of those saying, "Good luck on that lest," or "You sure hail
who welcome and celebrate the coming of the new year good luck in that game!" These sayings
arc filled with anticipation and hope.
may seem harmless enough, but the attiToo often, we dread and dwell on suffering we may tude is that of disrespect to the Father who
face in the future. For the moment, I want us to turn our bestows "every good gift" upon us.
attention to the good things that the new year holds By acknowledging chance as the reason
instead. These good blessings may be in the form of a lor our good gift, we do our Lord disnew car, the date you always wanted, a free uip to the honor. By acknowledging the Lord as
the Bestower of every good gift, we
Bahamas or a raise at work.
Now it is important to remember that as this new year glorify Him.Throughout this new year,
begins and offers us pleasant blessings throughout it, look to the Lord as the One who prothat it is God who bestows these good gifts on us. James vides for your needs and wants.

NELSON CHAPMAN

God is the Giver
of our blessings

could feel the intelligence being sucked right
"Can you read them?"
out of me.
NO! THEY DON'T SPELL ANYTHING!
Belter or worse? One or two? First or sec- BUT I CAN STILL SEE THEM!
ond? This one or this one? Maybe it's just me,
Finally, he pulled the "lens thing" away
but there's just something about talking in from my face and looked at me with a wrinkled
monosyllables that makes me feel like a forehead.
complete idiot.
"Hmmm. That's very interesting," he said.
"All right David, I'm going to start flipping
"What? What?"I asked.
through these lenses and you tell me when it
"Well, it seems that you're not as nearstarts getting clearer," he said.
sighted as you think. The prescription you've
Click. Click. Click. (Nothing. I see abso- been wearing for the past four years has actulutely nothing.)
ally been too strong," he said.
Click. Click. (Still nothing. My heart pounds, "With the lesser powered prescription, you'll
pulse races.)
actually see things more clearly and distinctly
Click. (In the name of Almighty Jesus...)
than with the stronger prescription," he exCli...
plained.
THERE! THERE! I SEE THEM!
It's ironic how things sometimes aren't as
"What do you see David?"
bad as they look. How we allow others to give
LETTERS! LETTERS! I SEE LETTERS! us an inaccurate perception of ourselves and,
"What kind of letters David?"
worse yet, others.
BLACK LETTERS! BLACK, UPPERMy eyesight is far from perfect, but my
CASE LETTERS!
vision isimproving. When was your lastexam?

In James 1:17 we can draw three observations concerning gifts to believers. The first observation is gifts that are
good are from the Father. Gifts to believers that are good
are not ones that are harmful or detrimental to us, but are
beneficial and uplifting. His gifts are useful and
build our faith.
The second observation of gifts to believers is
that every perfect gift is from the Father. The word
"perfect" in this verse can be translated to mean
complete. God's perfect gifts will not leave us lacking. They are fulfilling and satisfying. When
He gives such a gift, there is no disappointment or wanting.
For example, the Lord in His good
pleasure will give a perfect gift of a
fe to a man. His wile, the perfect
(complete) gill of God, fulfills and
satisfies him beyond his dreams.
le delights in no other and loves
no oilier like his wife.
The third observation of gills

to believers is gifts that are good and perfect will always
flow from only our Father in heaven because He is
never-changing. The Lord never sends bad or incomplete gilts to His children.
Hebrews 13:8 declares, "Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, and forever." Our glorious Lord never
changes. His Word, purposes and atuibutes are unchangeable. Therefore, God never changes as being the
One who gives the blessing of good and perfect gifts.
Many problems and worries of this new year can be
avoided if we would continually remember that it is God
who is our Provider. He is our sufficiency. This year, if
we would remember that God is the Giver of our
blessings, our Rock, Comforter, Deliverer and Provider,
we would not chase after silly things of the world to try
lo satisfy us. It is only the Lord who satisfies us.
Instead of depending on yourself or others for energy
and satisfaction this year, put your faith in the Lord.
This year, make the commitment to depend on our
Lord, the Giver of every good and perfect gift, for
everything.
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Lifts tyCe
A fresh look...
LIFESTYLE is a new addition to the
feature section which will strive to chronicle the upbeat and offbeat aspects of life
here at Liberty.
Upbeat stories will...
• Enlighten readers by showing the
diversity of fellow LU students,
• Encourage the discouraged through
the sharing of inspiring stories,
• Explain campus events with a truly
personal perspective.
Offbeat stories will...
• Amuse those who have forgotten the
humor in everyday life,
• Arouse interest in events that happen
in and around our campus,
• Accent unusual people and places
that otherwise go unnoticed.
In addition to insightful articles, LIFESTYLE will also feature picture pages
such as this one. The pictures on this
page are a sampling of the work of photojournalism students here at LU.
Just as their photographs convey their
interpretation of the people and places
around them, so too will the LIFESTYLE
page.
If you have a good idea for an inspiring
story or know someone with an unusual
talent, all you have to do is let me know.
Just call the Liberty Champion office at
2124 and ask for David Hart.
photo by Heather Klcy
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Tour DuPont to race through Lynchburg
By BRENT TRIMBLE
Opinion Editor

The streets of Lynchburg will once
again play host to the premier American cycling event, the Tour DuPont.
For the second consecutive year,
Lynchburg will host both a starting
stage as well as a finish in what promises to be a huge gala event with the
cycling race as the primary attraction.
Mayor Julian Adams, members of
the Lynchburg Chamber of Commerce, and Medalist Sports Inc., held
a press conference Thursday, Dec. 19
to announce race plans, logistics and
city involvement.
Adams commented that it was
"exciting to have the Tour back again"
and Commerce members agreed.
"The huge influx of people is a
direct economic benefit to the city,"
Jeff Downin, commerce executive
vice president, said.
Indeed, the sport of professional
cycling is well-suited to the terrain
surrounding Lynchburg.

Seeing these
"The Lynmen, as well as
chburg stage of
"The
Lynchburg
stage
hundreds
of
the Tour is when
world
class
aththe race truly
of the Tour is when the
letes on the
begins for the
race
truly
begins
for
streets
of Lynriders. Until then,
the
riders."
chburg,
will proall the stages arc
vide
area
famiheld on relatively
— Steve Brunncr
lies
with
a
costflat
terrain,"
Medalist Sport Spokesman
free
afternoon
of
Medalist Sport
entertainment.
spokesman Steve Brunncr explained.
The 17-plus teams of professional
"The terrain in this (Lynchburg)
vicinity is popular with the riders as riders will make their way from
wellasphysicallychallenging. Power Richmond, Va. to Lynchburg on
riders will most likely take the Lyn- Sunday, May 8. The finish will be
chburg to Blacksburg stage," Brun- easily accessed by the crowds which
were estimated at 120,000 during last
ncr continued.
Rumors arc circulating in the cy- year's event and will be likely to
cling community that three-time Tour increase this year.
Racers will treat spectators to sevDc France winner Greg LcMond
might make one final bid at the Tour eral fast laps around a loop in the city
to cap his career, as well as new which will Uikc the bikers past E.C.
American superstar, World Cham- Glass High School, right on Langpion Lance Armstrong, who will battle hornc Road and then again onto Rivitout in the mountains of Virginia for crmont.
The estimated time of arrival, dethe coveted yellow race leader jersey.

pending upon the speed of the race,
will be approximately 2:30 p.m., May
8, with the finish time about one hour
later.
Racers will leave Lynchburg by car
Monday, May 9, and travel to Roanoke
for an individual time trial, made
especially difficult because of the
uphill course. The racers will leave
the city Tuesday morning at 11 a.m.
and travel to Blacksburg for stage six
of the Tour.
This stage of the race will take
riders through the Blue Ridge Mountains via the Blue Ridge Parkway,
forcing them to ascend Thunder Ridge
which is rated as a Category 2 "very
difficult" climb.
The entire Tour, which spans from
Wilmington, Del. to Winston-Salem,
N.C., will be broadcast to more than
93 million viewers worldwide, with
an average of 20 million people watching the daily Tour coverage. Daily
coverage will be provided by ESPN
and CBS as well as local affiliates.

Flames put on heat,
outlast CSU 71-67

"When we've played well," Meyer said,
"we've had positive contributions from the
Champion Reporter
bench."
Charleston Southern's agressive full-court
Freshman center Peter Aluma gave merit to
press kept Liberty from warming up in the Meyer's statement by swatting balls to halffirst half, but the visiting Flames exploded court on defense and by running the floor in
back in the final 20 minutes to rally to a 71 -67 transition to score easy lay-ups on the offenvictory.
sive side of the court.
Senior guard Matt Hildebrand lead the
At one time, Aluma and Dixon found themFlames with 23 points, including three treys, selves in the rarest of opportunities — a twoto erase his team's 29-24 halftime deficit. on-one fast break. Dixon received an outlet
Junior center Jason Dixon added 18 points of pass from Hildebrand and raced up the court
his own, most of which came from the charity . with the ball. Dixon, upon having his lane to
stripe where he hit on 10 of 11 attempts.
the basket for the jam blocked, unloaded the
Darryl Williams, scoreless in 11 minutes of basketball to Aluma who layed it up for two.
playing time, made his second straight start
Dixon' s presence on the court showed signs
after recovering from an ankle injury suffered of growing confidence.
against Averett College in December.
"I haven't had much confidence in shootWilliams made his first start against ing," Dixon admitted, but after hitting on his
Winthrop University last Thursday since re- first ever trey attempt against Virgina Tech
covery in Liberty's 85-61 win in the Vines Tuesday night, he didn't hesitate to go to the
Center. While struggling to find the shot he basket against Winthrop Thursday night dehad before his injury, Williams let the hot spite double teams.
hand of Barry Taylor take control of the ball
Against Virginia Tech, the Flames looked
and the basket.
like they might upset of Hokies for the second
Taylor, a senior forward, sunk four con- straight time. At the end of the first half,
secutive shots from down town—all from the Liberty trailed by only two points. However,
Virgina Tech took command in the second
left baseline.
"He not only stroked it," Head Coach Jeff half en route to a 81-65 victory.
Meyers said about Taylor's shooting effort,
"but he helped out defensively as well." Taylor
• Remember to support our
pulled down eight rebounds when he wasn't
Liberty Flames on
Saturday,
moving to the open area to shoot his threes.
Jan. 31,1993 at 7:30 p.m.
"It was wide open," Taylor said about the
against
UNC-Greensboro
left baseline. "The coaches told mc I had to
By CAIN CLAXTON

By B. JILL ALESSI
Champion Reporter

See Lady Flames, Page 11

races held downtown May 7. These
races would pit regional amateur
riders against each other in what
would be a fast and fierce race.
The Chamber of Commerce is
also planning a Gala event and
Community Bash to take place in
downtown Lynchburg on the eve of
the Tour's arrival.

Record stands at 7-7

Lady
Flames
win three
straight
The Lady Flames won three in a row last
week against the University of North Carolina at Asheville, 74-69; Winthrop University, 58-49; and Virginia Commonwealth
University 64-44.
Head Coach Rick Reeves explained the
reasons for the winning streak, "The kids are
sticking with the game plan, having good
attitudes and playing unified. They know
they' ve gotta be a positive witness for Chris t."
Ginny Coleman made high-scorer in all
threeof the competitions with 23 points against
VCU, while Angie Johnson pulled down a
high of 10 rebounds in the UNC-Asheville
game.
"We just can't lose!" Johnson said after the
UNC-A Big South Conference victory.
The Lady Flames started with a full-court
press against UNC-A which worked well for
them. Ginny Coleman grabbed four steals
while point guard Anna Barrington took three.
Barrington also dribbled her way out of the
press the Lady Bulldogs placed on Liberty.
For the first 10 minutes of the game, the

WSET-TV 13 in Lynchburg has already announced plans to broadcast
the riders' approach from Richmond
for two hours before their arrival in
the city.
The professional race is just one of
the many activities the city is planning for the weekend. Tentative plans
call for a scries of critcrium circuit

photo by Jason Cristofi

Crashing the boards - Senior forward Jody Chapman (45) shows his strength in
the paint by grabbing a rebound against Montreat-Anderson before Christmas
break. Since then, the team has gone 5-6 overall, with a 4-2 mark in the Big South.

shoot (from the perimeter)."

LU hosts grappling tournament
By CHRIS CARR

each took third place in the 118 and 177
weightclasscs.respeclivcly. Freshmen Denny
The LU wrestling team competed in the Orr and Chad McPhaltcr also performed well
Virginia State Wrestling Championships that as they each took fifth place in the 150 and 158
were held this weekend on campus in the weight classes.
Multi-Purpose Building.
"Some did real well," LU Head Coach Don
The Flames competed against some of the Shuler said. "We saw some things that we
best wrestlers in the nation and managed to really liked."
hold their own, while placing seventh in an
According to Shuler, the Flames had a lot of
eight-team tournament.
younger wrestlers competing in the tournaThe Flames had some shining moments as ment, especially in the lower weight classes,
senior Aaron Bruce took first-place in the because of injuries to some of the more expe190-pound weight division by defeating rienced grapplers.
Raymond James of VMI by the score of 21 -9.
Although he liked someof the things that he
Bruce said that the win "felt great" as this is saw, Shuler said, "We have a lot to improve
his senior year and he did not compete last on. We have a month to go before qualifying
season. Bruce improved his overall season for nationals — and that is our goal."
record to 23-4.
Shuler believes that several LU wrestlers,
Junior Brady Hiatt and senior Scott Wall especially Bruce, have a chance to
Champion Reporter

BOB STURM

Sports enthusiast shares
thoughts, problems in sports
Now don't get me wrong, I do love sports.
In fact, some people think that maybe my
love for the world of athletics comes close
to crossing the line of sanity.
But, as I sift through the sports pages
every morning while sipping a glass of
Tang, I see several tilings that really make
mc scratch my quickly-balding head and
wonder if sports need them.
These items may be people, trends, styles
or habits that have, in my opinion,damaged
our magical wonderland we call "sports."
• Figure skating on the front page of die
sports section. I feel no matter how many
skaters are clubbed in the knees, this so-

called "sport" should be left for the back of the
section.
• Domes anywhere, lor any reason. The
only thing more insulting than watching a
baseball game inside is playing the game on
artificial turf. In my mind,.the cons far outweigh the prosofeitherofthe.se stupid inventions.
• Having the Dallas Cowboys and Atlanta
Braves shoved down my throatas "America's
Teams."
The media has attempted to make these
two teams the groups that represent the country on almost die same level as die Olympic
teams, and 1 am sick of biased journalism.

qualify for nationals.
Overall, Old Dominion captured the team
title, edging out VMI by a point and a half.
Liberty finished 30 points ahead of William
and Mary and just three-fourths of a point
behind Virginia Tech.
Charlie Branch of VMI was named the
tournament MVP for the second straight year
and John Trudgcon of VMI was also named
Coach of the Year for the second straight year.
Shuler, who was the tournament director,
was very pleased with how the tournament
went. "There were a lot of close matches and
many of the finals had kids who are ranked in
the top 10 in the nation," Shuler said.
This tournament marked the half-way mark
in the Flames' season and they will meet The
Citadel and North Carolina in a dual meet on
Saturday, Jan. 29 at home.
The networks have no right to attempt to
proclaim these two teams as anyone's teams
except the people of Dallas and AUanta.
• Players that think the average fan cares
that his $2.2 million contract is making him
underpaid, and have the nerve to cry out to
the public in hopes of getting a larger
deal.
Meanwhile, the average guy silting in
the lower grandstand is throwing down
$50 to watch them play a game.
• Politicians thaicomc into the sports
world to demand cei lain requirements of the players and owners.
1 don'i see ihe senate
opening up the floor lor Bo
Jackson lo talk aboul the
economy, so 1 don't want
lo sec Jesse Jackson in the
baseball meetings.
• Media members thai

photo by Jason Chrlstof!

Evil eye - Chad McPhatter (right), sizes up his opponent during Saturday's
Virginia State Wrestling Championships hel in the LU Multi-Purpose Building. McPhatter went on to place fifth in the 158 pound weight clsss.
feel that it is illegal for Michael Jordan to
I find this ironic since the NFL uses headgamble in a legal casino. Hey guys, I don't to-head competition as its most important
mean to be rude, but I think you cost the fans criteria for tie-breakers.
a couple years of seeing the best player in the
• Idiots that put together movies such as
story of the game.
"The Program." All we need is Hollywood
• Leagues causing a lot of garbage glorifying drug use, cheating, gambling and
during expansion. St. Petersburg and all the oilier garbage that goes on in college
Baltimore arc heartbroken again because football.
of all this commotion that the expansion
• Corporations that make players Hall-ofbrings. Lei's try to do things a lillle Famcrs before they play in one play-off
game.
more orderly.
• College football allowing the media
Shaq fever is really nauseating me since
to make the news, ralher ihan the guy can hardly hit two free throws in a
reporting it. If this poll system row, let alone the fact he has yet lo play one
continues,! will become quite posi-season game.
sick u> my stomach as I
If you didn't know belter, you would
watch the television and think Derrick Coleman and Shawn Kemp
newspaper people decide have won several lilies already, rather than
that Florida Slate deserves ihe reality that ihey have never been lo the
the national championship finals yet.
even though it lost lo Noire
I'll lell you what. 1 feel much betlcr now
Dame.
that this is off my chest.
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Violent acts take toll on athletes, sports realm
By JONATHAN COOLEY
Champion Reporter

Nearly everyone has dreamed of compcling in a sporting event in front of millions of
people to prove that they arc the best, very few
get to realize their dreams. Even though they
are envied by millions, those who do achieve
their dreams may be the unlucky ones.
In addition to thepressurcsof life in public
and the physical toll athletics take on their
bodies, those who accomplish their dreams
now have to live in fear of their fans or lunatics
who want to assure defeat.
Nancy Kerrigan was trying to achieve her
goals. She wanted to prove she was the best,
especially after a disappointing finish in last
year's figure skating world championships.
The odds makers favored her to win the national championships and ensure herself a
spot on the Olympic team. She was skating

better than she had skated in her entire life
Maybe she was skating too well.
But, Kerrigan did not get a chance to prove
herself. On January 6lh, her dreams were put
on hold when a man with a metal bar struck
her right above the knee, seriously bruising
her thigh. Another inch lower and he could
have ended her career. Luckily, she only had
to miss the national championships.
As a little girl practicing on the ice and
dreaming of trying to make the Olympics, she
probably never imagined that she would be
attacked because she achieved her dream. She
also probably never thought that the attack
would have been masterminded by her rival's
live-in ex-husband.
Kerrigan will get better. She will skate
again. She might even win gold in the Olympics, but the horror of this attack will remain
with her forever. It will leave a gaping scar in

able to compete and would sit out the Australian Open, a tournament she had made a habit
of winning.
what could have been a beautiful year. PhysiWhen Seles was a little girl working on her
cally, she will heal; but only time will tell if backhand and dreaming of a time she would
she can get over the fear. Will she be able to be famous and get fan mail, she probably
skate in peace, or will she get that deep down never thought that one of those fans would
feeling of fear any time a fan approaches her become obsessive and take out his feelings
for an autograph?
and rejection with a knife.
Similarly, Monica Seles had the opportuSeles will heal. She may play tennis again,
nity to achieve her dream. She was playing but she will always remember being attacked.
professional tennis. She was one of the best as She will always look into the stands to see if
well as one of the most popular professional anyone is coming after her.
woman tennis players in the world. She had it
These were not the first attacks on athletes
all going for her.
and they will not be the last. However, it is
But last April a man wielding a knife put a very likely that the attacks will become more
stop to her dreams for the time being. Almost serious and more frequent.
\
nine months after Seles had been stabbed, on
Unfortunately, sports is an entertainment
the same day Kerrigan was attacked, the Eu- business in which winning is more entertainropean tennis star announced she was still un- ing than losing. There will be those unscrupu-

Analysis

lous people who will want to win, no matter
what the cost.
As athletes become better known, they will
develop a larger following. Some of these
people will become obsessive. As their letters
and gifts arc ignored they will attempt locxact
revenge on those they had idolized.
All of these threats and attacks will definitely change sport. Athletes, in fear of their
life, will no longer be able to sign autographs.
Contact with fans will become extinct
The athletes may one day need to be separated from their following by bullet-proof enclosure. After a competition, they may also
need to be escorted by armed guards to a place
they can hide until the next game. Many athletes today feel that way.
Maybe our children will one day dream of
being the hero and later be whisked into hiding
when they reach that goal.

Flames hockey scorches
UNC twice, eyes nationals
By JOSHUA COOLEY

Sporis Editor

photo by Jason Crlstofl

Liberty's hockey squad proved
again that fire and ice can be mixed as
the team burned the University of
North Carolina Tarheels 10-0 Friday
night and 9-0 Saturday afternoon.
With the two wins, the Flames skated
to a 9-0-1 record overall and a 8-0-0
record in the Nationals.
Leading the scoring blitzkrieg for
the Flames was right wing Brian
Bauer, who tallied three goals Friday
and two on Saturday.
Justin Wylie, the team's leading
scorer with 26 points on the season,
had an assist Friday and scored two

TOO HOT TO HANDLE — North Carolina's defense could not stop the Flames's offense from scoring,
LU went on to win 10-0 Friday night.

Continued from Page 10

Flames guard misses All-Time Liberty mark
Senior point guard Matt Hildebrand just missed ranking among the AllTime Leaders at Liberty for 20-point consecutive games when he made 13
points against Virginia Tech on Tuesday, January 18. Hildebrand needed
one more 20-point game after scoring 20 points or more for five games
beginning on January 4 against James Madison.

Lady Flame fifth on All-Time Scoring List
Senior forward/guard Dawn Coleman moved into fifth place, ahead of
Saundra Brdges, on the All-Time Scoring List at Liberty as she scored nine
points against Virginia Commonwealth University on Tuesday, January 18.
Coleman, who has 121 points on the season, passed Saunders to move into
fifth place on the list with 841 career points. The four former Lady Flames
who stand ahead of Coleman on the list are: Sharon Snodgrass (1,169
points), Pam Wilder (1,120 points), Brenda Gunsallus (1,078 points and
Cynthia Thomson (1,055 points).

Flames Trivia

1) How many field goals did Karl Hess (1976-80), Liberty's all-time leader
in the category, make?
2) Who holds the Flames basketball record for consecutive double-figure
games?
3) Who holds the Lady Flames basketball record for most three-pointers
made?
4)Whcre was Lady Flames Basketball Head Coach Rick Reeves assistant
coach before coming to LU?
See bottom for answers.

Sports Schedule
Men's Basketball

Women»s Basketball
The Lady Flames will be away atTowson State on Friday, Jan. 28, at 7:30
p.m.
On Saturday, Jan. 29, at 6 p.m., the team will play Maryland-Baltimore
County away.

Wrestling
The squad will be at home on Saturday, Jan. 29 to face The Citadel at 6
p.m. and North Carolina at 8 p.m.

HocKey
The team will face North Carolina S late away on Tuesday, Jan. 25 and then
again on Tuesday, Feb. 1.
— 1)951,2) Bailey Alston (1987-90) with83,3)227 by CynthiaThomson
(1989-93), 4) University of Florida.

{<

a row and racking up four fouls. Only
Lady Flames held the Lady Bulldogs 10 minutes into the second half, the
to four points until Dee Godctte of Lady Flames were into the bonus.
UNC-A came back with nine points. Winthrop, however, sank only 50
The Lady Flames, however, contin- percent of their free throws during the
ued to hold the lead, ending the first second half.
half at 37-25.
Power forward Angie McDaniel hit
True to their history, the Liberty a jumper at 9:32 giving LU a 15-point
women continued scoring the first 10 lead. Within one minute, however,
minutes of the second half. Michelle McDaniel received a technical foul
Wyms sunk two free throws to give which placed her out of the game.
Ginny Coleman made 16 points for
LUa 17-pointlcadwith 12 minutes to
the
competition, while Dawn Colego.
man
pulled down a game high five
However, during the last 10 minrebounds.
utes of the game, the Lady Flames
During the VCU game, however,
played differently.
Dawn
Coleman and the other LU
"We slack off when wc gel ahead,"
rebounders
were kept to a bare miniReeves explained. UNC-A look admum
because
of VCU's twin towers
vantage of that.
Russian
Svtlana
Pankratova, who is 6
Although Liberty kept a hefty lead
feet
7
inches
tall
and Niamh Darcy,
throughout most of the game against
who
is
6
feet
4
inches
tall. Darcy
UNC-A Saturday night, the Lady
snagged
18
rebounds
during
the LU
Bulldogs came within three points
game,
while
Pankratova
fouled
out.
with eight seconds left in the game.
This week the Lady Flames face
"We got passive," Reeves said.
Barrington admitted that the Lady two Big South teams. They will travel
Flames had almost lost the game. to Towson State University on FriHowever, she attributed Liberty' s win day, Jan. 28al7:30p.m.,andlhcn they
will be on the road at the University of
to the Lady Flames' teamwork —
Maryland-Baltimore County on Satespecially when it got close
"We really came together at the urday, Jan. 29, at 6 p.m.
end," Barrington said.
However not all of the Lady Flames
were able to come together Saturday
night. Regular starters Renee White
and Erin Wall did not play because of
injuries during Friday night's game.
Reeves said he missed White's outside shots and Wall's leadership Saturday.
The Lady Flames played much the
same Friday night against Winthrop
as they did Saturday night, taking a
strong lead in the first 10 minutes of
each half and then letting up.
If you love sports, why not
Both LU and Winthrop went into
write about it? You can
the bonus early in the first half. The
become involved with the
Lady Flames took a 12-point lead at
Liberty Champion, covering
3:08 after senior Dawn Coleman hit
sports or writing feature
two free throws.
articles on LU sports perGinny Coleman came out strong
sonalities. To get involved
after halfume, making nine points in
call Mrs. Mazanec at 2128.

Hey sports

The team will be away playing Campbell University on Thursday, Jan.
27, at 7:30 p.m.
They will host UNC-Greensboro on Monday, Jan. 31, at 7:30 p.m.
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living room, kitchen, dining area, bath,
basement for storage. Washer, dryer
hook-up. Off street parking. Water,
sewer furnished. Stove, refrigerator
furnished. S235.846^661 or 2394238.

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1 -800327-6013.

TOUR EUROPE
European tour application deadline
date is February 7th. Contact Dr.
Adkins for application now. Dorm 23,
room 124, noon to 4;00 p.m. daily or
phone 2480 or 237-7916 (home). Open
to all students and Liberty friends.
Tour six countries May 23 - June 6. LU
credit optional as modular.
I N T K R N A T I O N A L
E M P L O Y M E N T : Make from
$2,000-4000 and up a month.
Teaching basic conversational English
abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea.
Many employers provide room and
board and other benefits. No teaching
background or Asian languages
required. For more information call
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5344

WANTED: SUMMER 4-H CAMP
STAFF. The Smith Mountain Lake 4H Educational Center Wants enthusiasUg
people for the 1994 Camping Program,
May 23-August 19. Responsibilites:
course instruction, program creation and
implementation, support services and
program evaluation. Benefits and
rewards: weekly salary, privatequarters,
room and board, leadership skills
development, training and certification
opportunities. Positions are available
in the following areas: archery, camp
nurse, canoeing, riflery, outdoor living
skills, environmental sciences,
horsemanship, electrical energy,
swimming/lifeguard, and staff
coordinator. Application deadline is
January 21, 1994. Selections will be
made in early March. The Center's
programs and employment are open to
all, regardless of race, color, religion,
sex, age, veteran status, national origin,
disability, or political affiliation. An
equal opportunity/affirmative action
employer. For more information,
contact John Meadows, Program
Director, 703/721-2759, M-F 8-5.

'"MNDBO'GGLE"^
This coupon good for

I Free Game
at

Mindboggle
Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall
($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 2-26-94 Sun. - Thurs. only "

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN
IAGUAR

j
.A

ONE BEDROOM BRICK DUPLEX,

RESUMES WITH STYLE: Let
WordWorks help you in your job
search. Call 369-1764.

fans!

~l

Month Unlimited $34^5

If YOU would like to place a
classified ad in the paper,
please contact Mrs. Pat Mazanec at
extention 582-2128.

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY

TANNING SALON
•Personalized Attention 'Accept All Major Credit Cards
•Trained Tanning Consultants

2 Weeks Unlimited $1995

Also, Brent Marttila returned for
the Flames Friday night for the first
lime since Nationals last March in
Iowa where he suffered a broken neck
and temporary paralysis.
The club is ranked third in the nation bchindCalvinCollcgeand Michigan State. The first five teams in the
rankings go to the Nationals.
The Flames entered Nationals last
year with a perfect record last year
and arc hoping to carry on the tradition.
The Flames will go up against UNC
again this weekend, but this time they
will be skating on the Tarheel's ice in
North Carolina.

CLASSHFHEID)'

Lady Flames

— Sports Wrap-up

goals Saturday.
Craig Handwcrkcr, Myron Pcnncr
and Wade Burrows also contributed
10 Liberty's offensive threat.
Although the team racked up 19 unanswered goals, Head Coach Gary
Habermas said the team played, "a
little sloppy."
Habermas believed that passing and
positioning in the zones were the main
problems the team struggled with, i
However, overall, Habermas is
pleased with the way the team is playing and accomplishing its goals of
winning the Southern Collegiate
Hockey Association and going to the
Nationals.

PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS
SPECIALIZING IN Mercedes-Benz
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

H*HH

237-3111
3725 WARDS RD., BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH FAX (804)237-1337

•MM
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New NBA eligibility rule
benfits teams, not players
By Stephen Strout

Champion Reporter

The holiday season is history and
most NBA clubs arc still waiting for
Santa to make late deliveries. The
Knicks were able to pick up Derek
Harper from Dallas for a future first
round pick in an attempt to hold off
Orlando in the Atlantic Division. Shaq
and the Magic, however, overcame
New York Friday night to move within
five games of the lead.
This month's NCAA convention
produced an intriguing piece of legislation that will revamp the NBA draft.
A player can now declare for the NBA
draft without giving up his eligibility.
The player would have 30 days after
the draft to decide whether or not to
return to college or pursue a pro career.
The scenario appears great for the
players on the surface because they
can test the market and scope the
interest. If they were not drafted, negotiations stalled or they did not want
to play for a particular team, then they
could just go back to school and re-

From
the
foul
line.
By STEPHEN
STROUT
peat the process the next year. However closer examination makes the
gains obvious for the NBA clubs when
reading between the lines.
The new legislation implemented
states that once a player is drafted, the
club retains the rights to the player
until the completion of collegiate eligibility, plus one additional year. A
player who vastly improves from one
year to the next must then settle for
money that corresponds with his previous draft position instead of getting
the fair market value.
The top college players really have

SIT TPF R R O W I
"We're back — deal with it America." That's what a Buffalo fan's sign
read when the inevitable became
obvious last Sunday — the Bills are
on their way to the Super Bowl again
(count it: one, two, three, four) in a rematch with the Dallas Cowboys.
Most of football-watching America has thrown up their arms in disbelief saying, "What could be worse?"
I'll tell you what could be worse: the
Kansas City Chiefs versus the San
Francisco Giants.
Ah, I caught your attention once
again. Welcome back to "Quick
Picks," where the underdog is always
the favorite. And so here's my pick
for the 1994 Super Bowl in Atlanta,
Georgia: Bills 42, Cowboys 29.
You don't think I'm serious, do
you? Well your suspicions are wellfounded — I didn't watch one single
minute of playoff action this season

nothing to gain from the rule because
itsimply limits their bargaining power.
It is the borderline player, who may
be a late first rounder or an early
second round pick that could benefit
because he can gauge his pro potential without having to leave school.
Previously any contact between an
amateur athlete and an agent would
result in an immediate loss of eligibility. The new rule only applies to
college basketball and the NBA draft.
I find it blatantly obvious that the
new measure is purely a means to
protect the investment of the NBA
teams. Once they initially draft a
player, the organization holds all the
cards. The player could not play for
another team until a full year after his
eligibility has been completed, which
makes it difficult for the athlete to
dictate financial terms of the deal.
I guess the moral of the story is for
aspiring NBA stars not to get so excited about the pretty gift wrap on the
NCAA's most recent invention, but
to instead read the fine print and stay
in school.

Montana Young can
• wait another
' season

Picks
By CAIN CLAXTON
or read one sports article since midDecember — but I am serious.
Let's face it, the Bills are the National Football League's most consistent performer, and least likely
winner of the Super Bowl, but it's
time the AFC won one. That's right,
I'm picking the Bills on a gut instinct.
This has got to be their turn, right?
Besides, I kind of like the Bills, at
least I like them more than I do the
Cowboys, so I guess you could say
that I'm sort of biased.
So in the two categories that I am

qualified to make an assesment of
teams in (gut instinct and personal
bias), I'd say Buffalo is the clear
winner.
I do know that the Bills have pulled
off two great offensive efforts in the
last two weeks, while their defense
looked in tune against the Chiefs,
sacking Kansas City quarterbacks Joe
Montana and Dave Kriegfivetimes.
As for those of you who would
rather see San Francisco versus Kansas City than the first ever true Super
Bowl rematch, I could care less about
all the media hype about the first
meeting of Joe Montana and Steve
Young in their new roles.
The only reason I would want to
watch the game is to watch all of the
former Washington Huskies run
around on defense for the 49ers and
Chiefs.
Enough said.

Harris feeder

mm loiv PRICES
REDUCED PRICES

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

WHOLE
SIRLOIN TIP

PURCHASE

LOW PRICES

FRESH TEMPLE 5 / 10 0
ORANGES
m\
CALIFORNIA GREEN
ONIONS ....BUNCH
FRESH P0RTABELLA
MUSHROOMS .6 OZ. PKG.
FRESH
129
CARABITES
16 OZ

.79

2"

BROCCOLI

BUNCH

LOW PRICES

GREAT VALUE
DIET COKE OR

SELECTED VARIETIES

COKE

OCEAN SPRAY JUICE

PREPARING FOR
THE BIG GAME —
The Liberty University
eagle mascot helps the
Flames introduce each
other before the game
onThursday, Jan. 19,
in the Vines Center.

2LTR.
64 OZ.

photo by Kristen Wright

Flames' Scoreb
W-Basketball
Record 5:9
January 21
Winthrop-Uberty, Stan

FLAMES 58, EAGLES 49

M-Basketball
RECORD: 7-7, 4-2
January 22
Charleston Southern-Liberty, Stat*

FLAMES 71, BUCCANEERS 67
Liberty
Liberty

24 47—71
28 38—67

CHARLESTON SOUTHERN—Larrick 1 -7,0-0 3, Burks
8-16 0-0 17. Ivory 0 0 0-0 0, Hourruiliner 1-2 0-0 2.
McPherson 1 -5 0-0 2. Frisch 0-4 2-2 2, Nelson 0-00-0 0,
Coburn 2-2 0-1 4, Gordon 4-5 0-0 B, Daniels 5-80-112.
Latson 6-19 5-6 17, Ford 0-0 0 0 0. Kellner 0 0 0 0 0
Roper 0-1 0-0 0 . Total* 28-69 7-10 67.
LIBERTY—Aluma 1-4 4-5 6. Toomer 3-9 1-3 7, Hildebrand 7-15 6-6 23. Anthony 0-0 2-2 2, Benton 0-0 0 0 0,
Hunter 0-0 0-0 0. Taylor 0-4 0-0 0. Pothoven 1-31-2 3,
Chapman 5-11 2-212, Williams0-1 0-00, Dixon4-7 lol l 18. Total* 21-54 26-31 71.
Three-point goals—Charleston Southern 4-22
(Daniels 2), Liberty 3-19 (Hildebrand 3). ReboundsCharleston Southern 37 (Burks 6), Liberty 40 (Chapman
11). Assists—Charleston Southern 13 (Burks 4), Liberty
10 (Hildebrand 3. Williams 3). Turnovers—19 (McPherson 5), Liberty 14 (Hildebrand 3, Chapman 3). StealsCharleston Southern 5 (Burks. Hourruitiner, Colburn,
Daniels, Lalson), Liberty 10 (Hildebrand 4). Blocked
Shots—Charleston Southern 1 (Kellner).Liberly2(Aluma.
Chapman). Attendance—740.

Liberty
Winthrop

32 26—58
25 24—49

WINTHROP—Boggs 0-1 2-2 2, Jones 6-12 2-3 14.
Milton 2-4 3-5 7, Harkness4-8 2-211, Weaver 0-1 0-2 0.
Thomas 3-61-27,Whltley4-90-1 8,Nix 0-00-00. Total*
19-4110-17 49.
LIBERTY—Barrlngton 1-4 1-2 3. Reynolds 0-00-0 O.G.
Coleman 6-124-6 16, Williams 1-1 0-02, Stinnett 0-0 00 0. Johnson 2-6 3-5 7, McDanlel 1 -1 0 0 2, Wall 2-8 1 2 5, Massey 2-3 0-4 4, Hopkins 1-1 0-0 2, Freeman 0-0
0-0 0, White 1-7 2-3 5, Wyms 2-5 2-3 6. D. Coleman 1 -4
3-4 6. Woods 0-0 0-0 0. Totals20-52 16-29 58.
Three-point goals—Winthrop 1 -4 (Harkness). Liberty
2-9 (White. D. Coleman). Rebounds—Winthrop 32
(Harkness 8), Liberty 37 (D. Coleman 5). Assists—
Winthrop 14 (Boggs 3. Harkness 3, Thomas 3), Liberty 11
(Barrlngton 5). Turnovers—Winthrop 22 (Harkness 6).
liberty 11 (G.Colo man 2, Johnson 2, Massey 2). Steals—
Winthrop 4 (Whitley 2), Liberty 13 (G. Coleman 4).
Blocked Shots—Winthrop6(Jones3), Liberty 1 (Hopkins).
Attendance—526. Officials—Jell Freeman, Gerry Henderson.

January 22
UNC-Asheville Liberty, Stats

FLAMES 74, BULLDOGS 69
Liberty
UNC-Asheville

D. Coleman 2-70-04, Woods 1-14-4 6, Reynolds 0-0 00, Freeman 0-0 0-0 0. Total»22-25 28-33 74.
Three-point goals—UNC Asheville 3-12 (Frazier 2),
Liberty 2-8 (Barrington, Johnson). Rebounds—UNC
Asheville 34 (West 9), Liberty 35 (Johnson 10). Assists—
UNC-Asheville 18 (Moore6), Liberty 18 (D. Coleman 5).
Turnovers—UNC-Asheville 18 (Moore 4, Matthews 4),
Liberty 15 (G. Coleman 8). Steals—UNC-Asheville 10
(Godette 3), Liberty 13 (G.Coleman4). Blocked Shots—
UNC-Asheville 0, Liberty 5 (G. Coleman 3). OfficialsTom Baldinelli, Horace Graham.

WEEKLY SPECIAL

BUY ONE 5.5-6 OZ. BAG

EAGLE RIPPLES
POTATO CHIPS
AND GET ONE BAG

BUY ONE 16 OZ. ANY
STYLE MEAT OR BEEF

BALL PARK
FRANKS

AND GET ONE 16 OZ. LIKE ITEM

Wrestling
1994 Virginia Stale Collegiate
Wrestling Championships
Team Scoring—Old Dominion (107.5), Virginia Military (106). George Mason (104.75), James Madison
(101.75). University ol Virginia (94.5). Virginia Tech
(65.25), Liberty (64.5), William & Mary (34.5).
Tournament MVP—Charlie Branch (VMI).
Coach ol the Year—John Trudgeon (VMI).
Individual Results—188 pounds, 1.) Tom Sinacore
(OOU). 2.)Brian Farnham (UVA), 3.) Brady Hiatt (LU).
126pounds. 1.) Joe Staybr (ODU), 2.) Matt Finaochio
(GMU), 3.) Willie Stravino (GMU).
134 pounds, 1.) Mike Kralchick (UVA),2.) Kurt McHenry (GMU), 3.) Willie Stravino (GMU).
142 pounds, 1.) Charlie Branch (VMI),2.) Bryan Hazard (GMU), 3.) Joey Terry (UVA).
150 pounds, 1.) Jude Arena (JMU). 2.) Jeremy Ingram (VMI), 3.) Chris Jordan (UVA).
158 pounds, 1.) Dante Winslow (VT), 2.) Fredrick
Barber (VMI), 3.) Chris Todd (ODU).
167 pounds, 1.) Greg Satchell (ODU), 2.) Jason
Spe2zano (GMU), 3.) Brian Gray (JMU).
177 pounds, I.) JoshHenson (JMU), 2.) Scott Newcomer (VMI), 3.) Scott Wall (LU).
190 pounds. I.) Aaron Bruce (LU), 2.) Raymond
James (VMI), 3.) Wall Preston (WM).
Heavy weight class. I.) Nick Hall (ODU), 2.) Josh
Feldman (VT), Mark Wysong (VMI).
Other LU placewinners—150 pounds, Denny Orr,
tilth. 158 pounds, Chad McPhatler. tilth.

37 37—74
25 44—69

UNC-ASHEVILLE-Young 0 0 0 0 0, Moore 0-5 0 0 0,
Godette6-125-517, H. Home0-1 0-00. M.HorneO 00
00. Frazier 4-80-010. Napier 0 0 0 0 0. Smith 0-00-0 0.
Carswell4-5 1-2 10, Smith 0 0 0 0 0, Matthews 1-7 2-3
4, Gillin 9-15 4-7 22. West 3-6 0 0 6. Baldwin 0 0 0 0 0.
Total* 27-59 12-17 69.
LIBERTY—Barrington 2-3 0-0 6. G Coleman 2-8 15 17
19. WilliamsO-1000. Stinnett 0-00-00. Johnson5-16 22 13. McOaniel 2-3 0-0 4. Wall 0-0 0-0 0. Massey 3 7 23 8. Hopkins 0-0 0 0 0, White 0 0 0 0 0, Wyms 5-6 5-7 15,

t

W E E K L Y SPECIAL

HARRIS TEETER... LOW PRICES ALL DAY, EVERY DAY
SELECTED VARIETIES

I

HT FRENCH

PRESIDENT'S CHOICE. . 00 ONION
DIP
SODA
2 LITER
2/
SELECTED VARIETIES

HUNTER FARMS
MILK 32 OZ.

.59

SELECTED VARIETIES

I

8 0Z. V

IES
SELECTED VARIETIES
-

SUNSHINE
CHEEZ-IT

89

#*A

2/300

io oz. ^Lr

IN THE DEU-BAKERY-SLICED TO ORDER .

5

GILLETTE SERIES 1 8 9 VIRGINIA BAKED E 4 9
HAM
LB.
PRODUCTS 2.25-9 OZ.
Prices Effective Through February

J, 1 9 9 4

Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday, January 26 Through Tuesday, February 1, 1993. In Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.

/

